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IMPROVEMENTS
By

2ND

LIEUT.

IN
E.

CAMP

MCKAIG,

EQUIPMENT.

A.M.LC.E.,

R.E. (T.).

THE conditions underlying the construction and equipment of
summer training camps to-day are very different to those of a
year ago.
In pre-war times, providing the site was a dry one and an adequatewatersupplyavailable, all was in order to move in and pitch the
tents, and the training proceeded. Sanitary' and hygienic questions
were not so pressing and important owing to the fact that the camp
would be at an end in I4 or at the most 28 days. Now, all camps
become more or less standing stations and require to remain sanitary
and habitable for four to six months or even longer.
After the water supply probably the most important item of
equipment to the health of the troops is the latrine. It may be
described as a necessary evil, but necessary it remains, the evil can
be somewhat reduced.
In most sites the usual hut latrine has many objections, chiefly
its exposure to the sun's rays and consequent fly nuisance, and
secondly in the vicinity of dwellings its extreme unsightliness; these
objections have been got rid of and at the slJ,metime other advantages obtained, viz., cheaper construction by making them as shown
in Figs. I ana 2, a semi-subterranean structure.
Latrines on these lines have been constructed for camps in --some in service for two months have maintained all that was claimed
of them, and are highly satisfactory, and in materials more economical
than the usual hut. It has been the practice to use on floors of
latrines, boards with cross battens as bucket stands; these can be
replaced with advantage by sanitary concrete slabs (see Fig. 4) with
little or no increase of cost. The slabs being made an article of
store, weighing about 60 to 70 lbs., could also be used as paving to
standpipes (see Fig. 5), and night latrine bucket stands, etc. (Fig. 6).
The V grooves assist in easy washing and disinfecting.
They
could be made on the site by unskilled labour, but preferably manufactured and delivered to the site by a civilian contractor, and once
made becoming permanent.
The main difficulty in field latrines .according to medical officers
appears to be the foul~ng of the ground and difficulty in cleansing
and disinfecting, and the slab is a simple expedient to minimize this.
The horse lines are another difficulty. In camp of any duration
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FIG.

S.

FIG.

6.

in bad weather, it becomes necessary to frequently move these or
the health of the animals becomes impaired. Figs. 7 and 8 make.
a good arrangement. Here the cost is increased but not in proportion to the advantages, when the health and comfort of the:
horses is considered.
Fig. g.-Portable Saddlery and Harness Stand.-For reasons of
economy and expedition it is suggested that all the parts of the
foregoing should be standardized and made articles of store, and if
made at a depot a great deal of the waste of material that cannot
be avoided when camp equipment is arranged at the site would be
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prevented and materials usually regarded as expendable would
become "return to store." In shdt the complete equipment of a
camp would become permanent an~ portable, more hygienic and
economical.
.
I,'
•
W~t~o.utexception all the foregoinf. coul~ be made duri~g trainin.g
of DIVIsIOnalR.E. sappers, and cOl~ldbe made to constItute theIr
trade tests to a considerable extent. The figures accompanying this
article are type sketches only, anq not ~ntended to be working
drawings and subject to amendment$ and improvement.
I
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SIEGES AND THE DEFENCE OF FORTIFIED
THE BRITISH
AND INDIAN
ARMIES
XIXth
CENTURY.

PLACES
IN THE

BY

(Continucd).
By

COLONEL SIR EDWARD T. THACKERAY, V.C., K.C.B. (LATE R.E.).
THE SECOND RELIEF

OF LUCKNOW.

I

The Commander-in~Chief, General Sir Colin Campbell, reached
CawIliPoreon the 3rd November, 1857, with t~heresolution to relieve
Lucknow before doing anything else, and he had previously made
all his arrangements for an advance on Lucknow. Sir Hope Grant's
column which had left Delhi after the capture of that city, had
reached Cawnpore on the 26th October, where it was increased
to ani effective strength of 5,500. Something arrived daily in the
way df provisions and carriage, for the certainty of having to carry
back with him the women and children had, not been lost sight of
by the Commander-in-Chief.
Sir Colin Campbell j0ined Hope Grant on the 9th. The interval,
from the 3rd to the 9th, had been spent by the Commander-in-Chief
in arranging for the protection of his base at Cawnpore. He left
behind at Cawnpore about 500 Europeans under the command of
Major-General Charles A. Windham, C.B. Windham was directed
by the Commander-in-Chief to place his troops within the entrenchment which, on the occupation of Cawnpore by Havelock in July,
had been hastily constructed on the river, and to send into Oudh
the detachments of European infantry which might arrive, and on
no pretext to detain them.
Having by these instructions secured his ba,se, Sir Colin Campbell
started on the 9th, accompanied by his staff, to join Hope Grant's
camp in the sandy plain 4 miles beyond Bannt He reached it that
afternoon, had a cordial meeting with Hope Grant and his old
friends of the Delhi force, and after a short conversation gave his
orders for the following day.
In pursuance of these orders Colonel Adrian Hope was sent forward to the Alumbagh, the following day, in charge of a large convoy of provisions. The provisions were to be left there and the
carts laden with sick and wounded to be semt back to Cawnpore.
That same day a portion of the siege train, escorted by the Naval
I
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Brigade arrived in camp. Early i* the morning of the loth there
suddenly presented himself to thr asto):lished gaze of Sir Colin
Campbell, a European gentleman <t·SgUiSetl.
as a native, and who in
that disguise, had managed to mak his w~y through the beleaguering forces, carrying on his person j porta:nt dispatches. His name
~as Ka:anagh.
To understand ~horou~hly the nature of the
mformatlOn he brought the reader is askedjto remember the account
given in the last chapter of this histbry of the arrival of the relieving
force under Outram and Havelock.l·
,
On the night of the 25th Sept mber ~he advanced portion of
Havelock's force had entered the esidertcy. They were followed
ne~t morning by all but the rear bard. I It had already been discovered that the advent of Outrar 's for~e constituted not a relief
but a reinforcement, that means f tra*port
for the ladies and
children, the sick, and the wounde( were .yanting, that an enormous
addition had been made to the hpspitalilist, and that even had
transport been available the combiltled fonce was not strong enough
to escort it to Cawnpore. But on~ cours:e then remained open to
Outram, and that was to hold th~ Residency, until he should be
effectively relieved by Sir Colin Carflpbell.
Outram's first care was to provid~ accorhmodation for the largely
increased force. With this view lp.e at once caused the palaces
extending along the line of the river the 11arawala Koti, the Chuttur
Munzil, and the Farhat Bukhsh to pe occupied, the enemy's works
and guns in the vicinity being at tlhe saDie time destroyed. These
posts were taken on the morning of Ithe 26~h September.
The six weeks which followed the: arrivall of Outram's force have
not been inaptly described as a bl4ckadeJ His arrival had terminated the siege. The danger of being ov¢rwhelmed by the masses
of the enemy had in a great mea~ure passed away. Before the
arrival of the reinforcements there h~d genEJ.rallY
been the excitement
of defence; it had now become the mote stirring excitement of
attack.
I
On the 27th September, for insta~ce, a 'party of the 1st Fusiliers
and some men of the 32nd Regimd,t, und~r the command of Major
Stephenso~, made a sortie for the~urpo~e of taking some guns in
the enemy s Cawnpore battery. THe Bntish troops were met by a
very heavy fire from the enemy, a,lndalthough they succeeded in
spiking three of the enemy's guns, they w~re unable to bring them
back within the defences. On thei~ retmtn, they were exposed to
so destructive a fire from the tops of!houseS and loopholes, that they
found it most difficult to carry in th¢ir killed and wounded.
On the 29th September, three so~ties w~re made simultaneously.
One of these proceeded from the l,~ft square of the Brigade Mess,
the second from the Sikh Square, tlp.ethird from the Redan. The
third party, composed of 200 me:d, with: a reserve of ISO from
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the 32nd and 5th Fusiliers, drove the enemy from their guns, and
advanced till they came to a lane commanded by an I8-pounder.
In this advance they lost Capt. McCabe, of the 32nd, a most distinguished officer, who was then leading liis fourth sortie. Major
Simmons, of the 5th Fusiliers, was also killed, and it being ascertained
that no further advance could be made without considerable loss,
the party was recalled. The second party from the Sikh Square
was composed of men from the 32nd, 78th, :and 1st Madras Fusiliers,
200 in all, and supported by some men of the 13th Native Infantry,
under Lieut. Aitken. They succeeded in d~molishing several houses
and batteries. The first party from the Brigade Mess, commanded
by i Capt. Shute, and composed of men from the 32nd, 64th, and
84th, succeeded in destroying a 24-pounder gun, and in spiking two
mortars and four native guns of small calibre. Their loss was very
severe. Again on the 2nd November Lieut. Hardinge led a party
composed of the 32:nd, 84th, and 1st Manras Fusiliers, and seven
artillerymen, to destroy some guns on the Cawnpore Road. This
was done effectively and almost without opposition. To write a
de~ailed account of these operations would 'require a volume devoted
wHolly to the Siege of Lucknow. Constantly recurring are the
names of Wilson, Aitken, Ouseley, Apthorpe, Forbes, Graham and
Cubitt, of the infantry; McLeod Innes, Anderson, and Hutchinson,
of the Engineers. Every native officer of the 13th Bengal Native
Infantry was killed, wounded, or died during the siege. The
subahdar of the regiment, Aman Singfu, a gallant old Rajput,
received two wounds at Chinhut, but struggled back into the
Residency with the beaten troops from that fatal field, and
setved throughout the siege, and for many years afterwards as a
subahdar-major of the Regiment of Luc.litnow. All ranks of that
gallant regiment the 13th as well as the 48th, and 7Ist Native Infantry
received the Order of Merit.
On the 2nd October, Outram, finding th<!,tthe garrison was greatly
annoyed by a fire from a very strong battery, known as Phillip's
Garden Battery, on the Cawnpore Road, ordered a party formed
of detachments from several regirnentsunder
Colonel Napier to
storm it. Napier conducted the attack with his usual combination
of science and darihg, and took the battery, with the loss of two
men killed and eleven wounded. He captured three guns-two
9-pounders and a 6-pounder. There was nothing strange in this,
but it was remarkable that he should have rescued a private soldier
of the Madras Fusiliers, who had fallen down a well, and had
remained there three days, undiscovered by the rebels who were
occupying the place.
Outram had been much impressed with ~he advantages of adopting
the direct Cawnpore Road as the mode of communication with the
Alumbagh. To carry out this idea, he directed Major Haliburton,
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of the 78th Highlanders, to extend, the p<!>sitionin that direction,
working from house to house. Tids ope~fl.tion which was full of
danger was begun on the 3rd. '~he ne~t day Haliburton was
mortally wounded. Stephenson, of~he M~dras Fusiliers, who succeeded him shared the same fate oJ!1the sth. Still the work was
persevered with. Several houses werf pierctld through and at last, on
the 6th, a large mosque was reached. !This p~acewas in great strength
of itself and was occupied in consid~rable ~orce. The intermediate
houses were blown up, and the 78tJi were ~ocated in the garden in
which rested the battery captured ~bn the 2nd. This became an
important post, and .J.1l..
ot only protect d a corsiderable portion of the
old entrenchment, but connected it , ith th~,palaces which had been
occupied previously.
,
The work of mining and counterm~'ning, sp remarkable during the
siege, was still further developed nderthe
superintendence of
Colonel Napier. Ably seconded by t e Engireer officers, Crommelin,
Anderson, McLeod Jnnes, Hutchinspn, Russell, Limond, and by
others, all the efforts of the enemy i1j1this qirection were frustrated.
Some of the 3znd, trained during the Fege, J:tladethemselves remarkable for their dexterity in mining. ]~or gen,ral purposes a company
of miners was formed of volunteer~ from '.the several corps, and
placed under the orders of Capt. qommetin.
These" soon gave
him the ascendancy over the enemy who '1iere foiled at all points,
with the loss of their galleries and rines,· and the destruction of
their miners in repeated instances,"
The effect on the enemy of the o~cupat~on as outposts of three
strong positions commanding the Tpad tq the iron bridge, was
remarkable. During the siege they Ihad oCcupied positions within
a few yards of our entJ.;enchments. F~om thtt.sethey were now driven
back to a distance so great, that thet musl1'etry fire had no chance
of doing mischief inside the old posi~ion.iThey accordingly, with
considerable skill, altered their tactic~.! They withdrew their guns to
a point whence the fire would clear the outer defences and fall
within the entrenchment.
The plan !was in~enious, and was so far
well worked that the point of fire wa.$constil-ntly shifted. It might
have been very damaging but for one jdefect'lviz. want of confidence
in the success of the plan, which produc~d, therefore, want of continuity
in the working of it and proved fatal,
I

I

*

I

Sir James Outram's official rep(1rt. "l am aware," he also
said, "of no parallel.to our serie~ ,of ~ines in! modern war. Twentyone shafts, aggregatlllg 200 ft. III d~pth, aitld 3,291 ft. of gallery
have been executed.
The enemy adlvanced 20 mines against the
palaces and outposts; of these they, explodled three which caused
us loss of life, and two which did no inj$ry; sfjven had been blown in,
and out of seven others the enemy have been dtiven, and their galleries
taken possession of by our miners."
Ii
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On the 9th October the garrison was cheered by the news that
Delhi had fallen and was completely in ou): power, that the King
was a prisoner, and that Greathed had setl out to lead a brigade
to Cawnpore. This news was confirmed the following day by the
further intelligence of the victory gained by Greathed at Bulundshahr.
From this date relief became a question of time, and if. relief could
arrive before the 20th November, Outram, felt that all would be
well. He believed from the information officially given him
that even on the reduced scale of rations allowed, the supplies in
the Residency would not feed the force longer than the 20th. But
.this was an entire misconception on ~he part of the supply department, for the supplies would have lasted for a far longer period.
It was mainly thel belief that O~tram'~ supplies were nearly
exhausted that induced Sir Colin Campbell to march to Lucknow
before disposing of Tantia Topee and the Gwalior troops. Still,
though the greatest enemy was impatience, the efforts of the enemy
outside the walls never slackened; nor were they wholly without
effect. Many officers were killed or wounp'ed between the 25th
September and the loth November, among the former being Lieut.
Graydon, of the 44th Native Infantry, Capt. McCabe, of the 32nd,
and Capt. Hughes, of the 57th Native Infantry, and among the latter,
Browne, Edmonstone, Capt. Lowe, of the 32nd, and Assistant Surgeon
Darby, of the same regiment. On the south side of the entrenchment
the fire continued to be especially galling, several bullets entering
the loopholes. Complete exposure on this side was certain death.
On the 4th November, Dashwood ofthe Bengal Army, a very gallant
officelj',lost both his legs by a round shot, whilst sketching in the
Residency compound. He had been warned by a first shot passing
near him, but he would not stir.
On the 6th November, news reached the garrison that Hope Grant
had encamped on the Lucknow side of the Banni Bridge, and that
he was to wait there for Sir Colin Campbell, whose arrival at Cawnpore was also announced. Sir James 04tram had previously
forwarded to the Alumbagh a dispatch for Sir Colin, in which were
contained plans of the city and its approaches, and his own ideas
as to the best mode of effecting the junction of the relieved and
the relieving forces. He had advised the Commander-in-Chief to
make fl. detour from the Alumbagh to the rig:Qtof the Dilkusha, and
to advance thence by the Martiniere and Sik~ndrabagh. By means
of a preconcerted signal, he ascertained that his dispatch had safely
reached the Alumbagh. The success of this mode of communication
suggested the improvising of a semaphore te[egraph, and the idea
was no sooner conceived than it was carried out.
But though written descriptions might be useful to the Commander-in-Chief their value could in no respect equal that which
might be conveyed by an intelligent member of the garrison, by one
I
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who had undergone the siege and +Vithstdodthe blockade, and who
could cast the light of personal eXP4rienceronthe insufficient description of a dispatch. But where wa~ the rtnan who would undertake
to penetrate the serried lines of th4 enem~, knowing that death was
synonymous with discovery? Di$guise Mr
... as necessary.
To ask a
man to dare this risk everyone ~1t was impossible. But it has
often been found, amongst Englis:~men, ~hat the occasion produces
the man. A clerk in one of the civ!1offic~s,by name Thomas Henry
Kavanagh, caused General Outra.tn to be informed, on the 9th
November, that he was prepared ~o trav~rse in disguise the hostile
lines, and to convey a letter to theIComrnander-in-Chief in his camp
near Banni. Mr. Kavanagh's off~r .was 'the more heroic, as of all
the garrison he was perhaps the! most 'difficult man to disguise.
Taller than the ordinary run of natives lre was also very fair. But
perfectly cognizant of these drawb~cks, l\[r. Kavanagh offered himself. General Outram loved a gallant deed; but brave as he was,
and loving bravery in others, he ret shIiank from exposing a man
to the consequences of a deed su¢h as tihat which Kavanagh proposed. He told him frankly the Irisks b-e ran, the almost certain
fate that would befall him. But J{avanagh had made up his mind,
dan~ers ~h~re were he knew, butqaving ~.·nview the all-importance
of hIS misSlOnhe would brave therj:!. Kavanagh chose the garb of a
Badmaxsh, a native "swashbucklef~" a soldier for plunder, of the sort
which abounded in the ranks of th~ rebel$. He wore a pair of tight
silk trousers, fitting close to the skin, a ti~ht-fitting muslin shirt, and
over this a short yellow silk jack¥
Rolund his waist he wound a
white band, over his shoulders he Ithrew a coloured chintz cloth, a
cream-coloured turban being on his!head, ;Il.ndhe wore native slippers.
His face and down to the shouldells, and! his hands to the wrist, he
stained with lamp-black dipped in oil, his hair being cut short.
Thus disguised and wearing the ~hield and sword peculiar to the
swashbuckler, Kavanagh at 9 o'qlock on the evening of the 9th
November, accompanied by a faitUful native spy, by name Kananji
Lal, set out. His journey, thougJ1 not without its alarms, * proved
that Mr. Kavanagh had not counte~ vain~y on his brave and resolute
heart. He could not, indeed, reaqh the iAlumbagh, but passing by
it, he fell in on the morning of tjle loth, with a party of Punjab
Cavalry, by whom, after receivin~ thei~ warm greetings and congratulations, he was escorted toS* Colin Campbell.
The information thus received ~y thalt gallant commander supplied the one link which till then ~ad be¢n wanting to complete his
mastery of the position. The fo]~owingmorning his engineer park
arrived, and orders were issued fo~ an adlvance the next day.
I

* Mr. Kavanagh wrote an account of tl1is journey, How I Won the
Victoria Cross (Ward & Lock).
in 1883.

fjIe diec1,in St. Thomas's Hospital
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The force under the command of Sir Colin Campbell consisted
maJinly of regiments which had already fought against the
mutineers. They were the 8th, a wing of the 53rd, the 75th, and
the 93rd Regiments of the Line, the 2nd and 4th Punjab Infantry
(Sikhs), the 9th Lancers, Hodson's Horse, and other detachments;
the Artillery consisted of 16 guns all tried at Delhi, a few Bengal
sappers, and some Punjabi pioneers, and. 250 men of the Naval
Brigade, with eight' heavy guns, and two :rocket tubes mounted on
light carts. The total number of fighting men, European and
Native, was estimated at 3,400.
It was curious to mark the diftlerence between the old Indian
troops and the Highlanders in their reception of Sir Colin. Anxious
.and fixed was the gaze of the former as he rode down their ranks
-men evidently trying to measure the leader who had been sent
to them from so far. Enthusiastic beyond! expression was his reception by the latter. It was seen at once that to him was accorded
their entire confidence, that under him they would go anywhere
and do anything. At sunrise on the following morning the troops
advanced. Th~ plan upon which Sir Colin Campbell had determined,
and he was well instructed by Sir James Outram while possessing
the advantage of 'the presence by his sidelof Mr. Kavanagh, was to
move on the Alumbagh; to store within that enclosure all the tents,
and, having drawn to himself the detachments still in rear, to make
with a wide sweep a flank march to the right, on the Dilkoosha
Park and the Martiniere; starting afresh from these points, to force
the canal close to its junction with the Gumti; then covered by
that river to advance, up its right banlk on the Sikancharbagh.
This point once secured, a portion of the force could make a dash
southwards. The main body, meanwhile forcing the Shah Nujif,
ailid the Mati Mahal, would open out the way for a junction with
Outram. To support this operation, Outram would co-operate by
a heavy fire on the intermediate position$ held by the enemy from
all the guns in the Residency; having forced them he would move
out, with all his sick and wounded, women and children, and treasure,
between the Gumtl and the Kaiserba,gh, and effect a junction with
the Commander-in-Chief. It was based ulPonthe plan drawn up by
Outram, and transmitted to Sir Colin by: the hands of the gallant.
Kavanagh, on the 9th.
To carry out this plan, the little army set out at sunrise on the
morning of the 12th November. It had marched barely 3 miles
when the advance guard headed by a squadron of Hodson's, Horse,
commanded by Lieut. Gough, striking the road leading to J alalabad
came under the fire of some light gUllS,covered by a line of fieldworks.
Capt. Bourchier at once brought up his lfield battery, and opened
a fire which soon silenced the hostile guns. The rebels attempted
to remove these guns, but Gough was amongst them like lightning,
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and drove them from the field with t~e los~ of two of their pieces.
No further opposition was offered t~' the 1>rogressof the force to
the Alumbagh. The camp was pitche under cover of the Alumbagh.
Here the force halted for the followil g day ..
The 13th was devoted by Sir ColiJ1Campbell to making arrangements for a decisive advance on the n~xt day. He first despatched a
small brigade under the command of (j,olonel[the Hon. Adrian Hope, *
of the 93rd Highlanders, an officer of ~reat ~ttainments and brilliant
promise, to take possession of the ~ort ofl ]elalabad in the right
rear of the position at Alumbagh. flope ~ound that the fort had
been evacuated, and returned aftet r~nderiJlg it useless by blowing
in one of its faces.
I·
Whilst one brigade was engaged in this optration, Sir Colin caused
all the camp equipage not required fot the hjard work in prospect to
be stacked within the enclosure. He r:Iirectep,also, that whilst supplies for 14 days for himself and the tro~ps in Lucknow should
accompany him, every soldier should carry:in his haversack provisions for three days' consumption. By s1+ccessivereinforcements
and the junction with the AlumbagIP.garri$on, the force had now
been augmented to about 5,000 men <l>f
all arms.
The Naval Brigade, commanded by CaptJWilliam Peel, consisted
of 250 men of the crew of the Shanno~, seamen and marines, having
with them eight heavy guns and~owitzeirs, drawn by bullocks.
The Cavalry Brigade commanded by prigadler Little was composed
of two squadrons of the 9th Lancers and one each of the 1st, 2nd,
and 5th Punjab Cavalry, and of Hodson's IIlorse. There were also
a company of Royal Engineers, a c<I>mpanyof Madras Sappers, a
few Bengal Sappers who had servedl at D¢lhi, and two companies
of newly-raised Punjab Pioneers. Tlte Infaintry Brigades were the
3rd, the 4th, and the 5th, commanded by Brigadiers Greathed, Adrian
Hope, and Russell respectively.
On the evening of the 13th Sir Colir rodel out to reconnoitre, and
the following morning at 9 o'clock he gave tfue order to march. The
advance was made from the right, tiitroughlthe fields, crossing the
several roads leading from the city ~t righ~ angles. The turning
movement was made at the point exbected!and the advance bringing forward their right shoulders mov~d dir¢ctly on the wall of the
Dilkusha Park.
As the advancen¢ared
the enclosure a heavy
matchlock fire was opened upon it f~om t~ left. Reinforcements
were at once sent to the front, and Ithe Briitish guns opened upon
the group whence this fire proceeded ,Iand silenced it. The British
skirmishers advancing. drove back the rebel~ and the Dilkusha was
thus carried almost without a blow. I
The infantry composed of a battalicjn, ma~e up of companies from
!

I
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This distinguished offlcer was kille~ at t~ attack on Fort Rohia

in Oudh in April, 1858.
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the 5th Fusiliers, the 8th, 64th, and 78th Foot, commanded
by Lieut,-Colonel Hamilton of the 78th, 'and supported by the
guns dashed down the slope and carried the Martiniere, the
enemy not waiting to receive them, but retreating across the canal
with all speed, pursued by our cavalry,
Both these important places having been carried the Coinmanderin-Chief brought up the 4th Brigade and arranged it in position in
the gardens of the Martiniere, He located there also a troop of
horse artillery, and the 5th Brigade was pdsted on the left in front
of the Martiniere, These arrangements had not been made one
moment too soon. They were hardly completed, when it became
evident from the massing of troops on their centre, that the
enemy were contemplating an aggressive movement. About 400
yards to the right of the wall of the DilUusha Park as one faces
the canal is the bridge connecting the Martiniere plain with the
Hazrat-gunj main street. It was on this bridge that the· rebels,
abolilt 5 o'clock in the afternoon, came down in great numbers and
with several guns ..
Bpurchier's Battery and Peel's 24-pounders occupied a position
on some high ground on the left of the bnidge, whence they were
able'lto direct a conoentric fire on the angle formed by the canal
near the bridge, and where the enemy was massed in large numbers.
Their fire speedily crushed the enemy out: of this position. Then
Adrian Hope, forming up his brigade, pushed across the bridge,
drove back the enemy with heavy loss, and secured a lodgment on
the other side. The attack of the rebels had failed.
That night the men slept with their arms by their side, ready for
prompt action. The following day, the 15th, was spent in making
preparations for the grand advance. Then Sir Colin made his final
arrangements. The whole of his heavy baggage, his supplies for 14
days, he stored in the Dilkusha. Into the palace all the sick and
wounded were conveyed. Defences were ,thrown up round that
building, and a force was detailed to guard it.
Having made all the arrangements which 'skill and foresight could
suggest, Sir Colin signalled to Sir James Outram by a code previously arranged, that he would advance on.the morrow.
Early on the morning of the 16th the heavy guns were withdrawn
from the advanced pickets on the canal, and the detachments of
Adrian Hope's .Brigade which had been sent to the front rejoined
their regiments.
The advance guard moved forward from the
extreme right. Following the advance guard marched Adrian
Hope's Brigade, then Russell's; then the Ammunition and Engineers' Park. Greathed's Brigade followed the remainder of the
force as its rear guard. The advance guard, then marched along the
bank of the Gumti through the lane and endlosures without meeting
an enemy.
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Suddenly {or the first time the enejuy took the alarm. First from
men occupying huts and enclosures ijJ. advajnce of the building, then
from the mass of men in the Sikan(~arbag:q.*itself, poured an overwhelming fire on the troops formin$ the advance. Their position
was in a military point of view de:;tperate\ for they were exposing
their flank to the enemy. For a dis~ance ot 120 yards to the walled
enclosure of Sikandarbagh, they were ~roads~de on to the enemy's fire.
The situation was indeed critical. i One icompany of the gallant
53rd in skirmishing order lined ,the ejnclosures. bordering on
the lane, but their numbers were f w,an<ll the fire of the enemy
was. concentrated;
the cavalry we e jam~ed together, unable to
advance, and the hjgh banks on either $ide seemed to offer an
impassable barrier to artillery. But up tljJ.esteep bank the daring
Blunt led his gallant troops, and!" conquering the impossible,"
brought them, guns and all, into; an open space between the
Sikandarbagh and another large lo~phole<l1building, exposed to a
terrific cross-fire as h~ advanced. H~re unHmbering, he opened with
his six guns on the Sikandarbagh. Never \\1asanything done better.
Travers followed with his heavy ~atterYI, .and the sappers and
miner? having demolished a portiOl~ of th¢ high bank, he too was
able, by the aid of the infantry, tq bringl two of his I8-pounders
into position and to Gpen fire againstl the arjJgleof the enclosure. In
less than half an hour their fire m~de a breach in the wall which
might be practicable for stormers. I
I
Meanwhile the infantry of Adri/ln HQpe's Brigade had been
ordered to lie down, :covered by a sl*all bahk and some trees. But
the moment the breach was considered pracficable the bugle sounded
the signal for assallit. It was m$.de byr the 93rd Highlanders
and the 4th Punjab Rifles, supportecJ by th¢ 53rd and a battalion of
detachments. The Highlanders, under Lileut.-Colonel Ewart, and
the Sikhs, under Lieut. Paul, and ana~ive oflcerof the Sikhs, Subadar
Gokal Singh, dashed forward. All iran towards the hole-a small
hole in a bricked-up doorway, abo*t 3 fti. square, and about the
same distance from the ground. A!Sikh ~f the 4th Rifles reached
it first, but he was shot dead as he j1jlmpedlthrough. A similar fate
befell a Highlander in his track. A y~ung officer of the 93rd, Richard
Cooper by name, outstripping the Imajoritty of his comrades was
more fortunate. Flying, so to spe;~k, thr~ugh the hole he landed
unscathed. Cooper was immediate~y follqwed by Colonel Ewart,
of the 93rd, and Capt. Lumsden: and ~hree privates, then by
eight or nine men, Sikhs and High~andersl- Another officer, Capt.
Burroughs, of the 93rd, also penetrated witpin the enclosure but was
almost immediately attacked and sel'erely Wounded. Lumsden was

* The Sikandarbagh, Anglice, "th~ garde;n of Alexander," was a
high-walled enclosure, about ISOyards ~quare, with towers at the angles.
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killed by a musket shat. Ewart, farcing bjis way into. the caurtyard, pushed farward with his fallawing against the men at the
ather end af it. The few Highlanders and Sikhs then rushed at
them and a desperate hand-ta-hand encaunter ensued, At the
critical mament the bulk af the brigade, Highlanders, the Sikhs,
and the 53rd, paured in to. the rescue.
Impatient af the delay which wauld be caused by jumping singly
thraugh a narraw hale, the bulk af the starming party had turned
to. the left to. farce a way by the gate af the enclasure. This gate
was lacked and barred; and althaugh the m¢n used all their effarts,
firing,their pieces at the lack, same time elap!3edbefare it gave way.
But qtt last it yielded, and the 93rd and Sikhs dashed thraugh it.
Almast simultaneausly the 53rd farced a barred windaw to. the
right,af it and jained in the rush to. the rescue af Ewart, af Caaper
(still fighting in spite af his waund), and their camrades.
Thraugh the gate and windaw, and through CQaper's hale which
the sqtppers had succeeded in enlarging, the starmers paured as fast
as th¢y cauld make their way. As they entE1redthe rebels fell back
into. the tawers at the angle af the enclasure, and apened a heavy
and oantinuaus musketry fire an aur men, accasianally diversifying
this rpade af fighting by descending to. a hand-ta-hand encaunter.
In an~ af these, Calanel Ewart succeeded in cVtting dawn two. native
afficers who. guarded a calaur, and in capturing the calaur, which
he ptesented with his o.Wn hand to. Sir ,Co.lin Campbell. The
fight far the passessian o.f the enclasure was blaady and
desperate the rebels fighting with all the energy af despair. Every
rao.mj every staircase, every' carner af the tawers was cantested.
Quarter was neither given nar askedfar,andwhen at last the assailants
were :masters o.fthe place mare than 2,0.0.0. rE1belco.rpses lay heaped
araund them.
About 30.0. yards alang the raad leading fram Sikandarbagh to. the
Residency there was a small village with garden enclasures raund it,
while abo.ut 250. yards !further o.n and raa yards to. the right af the
raad stao.d the Shah Najif, a large masque; situated in a garden
encla$ed by a high laaphaled wall. This wall,was nearly square and
very strang. Between it and the Sikandarha.gh amidst jungles and
enclasure, to. the right af the little plain, was a building an a high
maund called the Kadam Rasul.
•
The afternaan was naw waning and Sir Calin Campbell deemed it
essential to. carry the Shah Najif. The apera~ian was dangeraus and
mast difficult. On the right the Kadam Ra.sul was assaulted and
carried by a party of Sikhs. There was great canfusian in the
narraw lane leading up fram the rear. The animals carrying the
ardnance and engineer supplies unable to. get aut an either side gat
campletely jammed, and the canfusian near the Sikandarbagh had
gat to. such a pitch that all passage had bedame impassable; and
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had it not been that a staff officer ~iscoveireda by-path leading into
a broad road which abutted on thf~Sikan~arbagh, neither men nor
ammunition could have been brou ht up.!
In front of the Slhah Najif the b ttle mia-deno way, and the men
were falling fast. It was now a paren~ that a crisis had been
reached. Our heaVY
•. artillery coul not SXbduethe fire of the Shah
Najif; we could not even hold pe mane tly our present advanced
position under it. But retreat to s the e was none. What shot
and shell could not do, the bayonets of the ~nfantry must accomplish.
Collecting the 93rd about him! th~ ComJ/nander-in-Chiefaddressed
a few words to them. He told thfm th* the Shah Najif must be
taken; that the artillery could n~t brin)g its fire under, so they
must win it with the bayonet. Giving th~m a few plain directions,
he told them he would go on with them himself. The grey-haired
veteran of many fights rode at t e hea~ of the troops. As they
approached the nearest angle of th enclo$ure, the soldiers began to
drop fast; but without a check they reached its foot. There,
however, they were!brought to a sand. IThe wall, perfectly entire
was nearly 20 ft. high, and well 1 ophol¢d; there was no breach,
and no scaling ladders ..
Unable to· advance, unwilling 1:p retir~, they halted and commenced a musketry battle with the garrison. But all the advantage
was with the latter, who shot 'with security behind loopholes,
and the Highlanders went down ~ast before them. At this time
nearly all the mounted officers wer~ eitheJ!wounded or dismounted.
Two of Peel's guns 'were now bn)Ul~htupiito within a few yards of
the wall. Covered by the fusillade, of thel infantry, the sailors shot
fast and strong; but though the ]~asonry soon fell off in flakes, it
came down so as to leave the mif.$sbehi!nd perpendicular, and as
inaccessible as ever.
Success now seemed impossible. The :dead and wounded were
ordered to be collected and carried
the rtear. Some rocket frames
were brought up, and threw in a volley! of these fiery projectiles
with such admirable precision, that just $kimming over the top of
the rampart they plunged hissing ipto the interior of the building,
and searched it out with a destroying folice. Under cover of this
the guns were drawn off. The sh~des of evening were falling fast
and the assault could not much lon~er be ~ontinued. Then, as a last
resource, Adrian Hope, collecting ~ome SID men, stole silently and
cautiously through the jungle and Jprushwbod away to the right, to
a portion of the wall on which hit belieted some injury to have
been inflicted, having observed S:lgnSof. this before the assault.
Reaching it unperceived, a narrow~ssure )!Vasfound, and up this, a
single man was with some difficulty pushtd.
He saw no one near
the spot, and so helped up Hope~ Ogil~, Allgood, the Assistant
Quartermaster-General, and some o~hers. I The numbers inside soon
i,
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increased, and as they did so they adva~ced, gradually extending
their front.
A body of sappers, sent for' in haste, arrived at the
double, the opening was enlarged, the supports rushed in. Meanwhile Hope's small party, pushing on, to their great astonishment
found themselves unopposed. Gaining the gate they threw it open
for their comrades. Panic-stricken, appatently, by the destruction
caused by the rockets and the sudden appearance of some of the
assailants within the walls, they fled fro:nl1the place, and gave up
the struggle just when victory was secure. Never had there been a
harder-fought day,* but never was a result gained more satisfactorily. A lodgment had been made fOll"the night and the order
was then given to bivouac. The main body of the 93rd garrisoned
the Shah Najif; another portion of that regiment occupied the
barracks. The troops not occupying these two posts lined the roads
and maintained the communications. the field hospital for the
wounded was established in some huts otpposite the Sikandarbagh
which might be regarded as the central pbint of the position taken
up' for the night. The men lay down in line with their arms by
their sides ..
During the hours employed by the troop~ under Sir Colin Campbell
in :attacking the Shah Najif, the Residency garrison under Sir James
Outram were using all their efforts to ~ffect a diversion.
They
captured some of'the positions to the e~st of the Residency, and
from these maintained a continuous fire of guns and mortars on
the'rebels.
The British and Sikh troops, lying in unbroken order with their arms
by their sides, were awakened early in the morning of the 17th, not
by their own bugles, but by the bells of the city and the beating of
the enemy's drums. The British soldiers sprang up with alacrity,
each man in his place, ready for action. But the enemy did not
come on. Sir Colin Campbell was, therefore, able to carry out his
own plan and to choose his own timJ. His plan was first to
catry the Mess House, a large masonry building defended by
a ditch 12 ft. broad, surmounted by Clj loopholed wall behind,
about midway between the Shah Naj'if and the Kaiserbagh.
Much would still remain to be accomplished.
The strong posi"
tions of the Kaiserbagh, and of the Begum's palace covering the
vast city behind them would still remain in the occupation of
some 30,000 unsuodued foes, and it was in the lace of these
that Sir Colin would have to withdraw the women and children,
the sick and the wounded.
Sir Colin commenyed his operations
with great caution. First, he deemed it <lidvisableto secure his left
flank. To prevent the enemy from acting on our left rear he
I

,

* "It was an action almost unexampled in war." :-Sir Colin Campbell's Dispatch, r8th November, 1857.
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detached the 5th Briga.de under Brig 8f· ier RtiL
•ssell
•
to carry the h.ouse.
called Banks's house and four bunga ows c~ose to the barracks, to
convert them into inilftary posts. p, ssessin~ now the barracks and
the Dilkusha the occupation of Ban s's ho~se and the bungalows
would sever the communication bet een tie Kaiserbagh and the
Dilkusha and would cover the left rea! of th~ attacking force.
Having thus made arrangements 0 sec~re his communications
Sir Colin directed William Peel to op n fire !with his heavy guns on
the Mess House. The fire continued frlomea~ly morning till 3 o'clock
in the afternoon. At that hour th~ mus~etry fire of the enemy
having been almost completely sile*ed, it appeared to Sir Colin
that the Mess House might be sto*med 'fithout much risk. It
was a building of considerable size'l and ~urrounded by a loopholed mud wall, covering a ditch al~put IZ.ift. broad, scarped with
masonry.
The ditch was traverse<4 by d~awbridges, but whether
these were down or up was unknown
the ~torming party.
Never was a daring feat of arms l*tter Berformed. Leading his
men at the double across the intervrning space, exposed to a hot
fire from the neighbouring buildings, IHopkiins, of the 53rd, reached
the mud wall, dashed. over it, cross9d the !!irawbridge, fortunately
left down, and entered the Mess House. fIe had but just gained
the place when Roberts (afterwards WieldMlarshal Earl Roberts and
Commander-in-Chief in India) galloped up, handed him a Union
Jack, and requested 4im to hoist it o~ one df the turrets. Followed
by one of his men, Hopkins climbed "\Iponthe roof, and giving three
cheers, planted the flp.gon the sumlfit. Tlhe flag had not been up
ten minutes before a round shot cut ~he stalff and sent it down into
the garden. Again did Hopkins pla*t it, al1d again it was knocked
down. He asked to hoist it again) but jlust at the moment, an
order arrived from the Commander-~n-ChiElfforbidding the further
display of it. Simultaneously Wolseley, mqving on a different point,
had attacked the houses to the right jof the !Mess House, whilst Irby
with a company of the supports, a~tempt¢d to clear those on the
left. Both attacks were successful, ~nd th~ rebels being driven out
fled in panic to the Moti Mahal.
.
The victorious stormers followedI the ~~ing enemy.
Wolseley
hurried on to the wall of the Moti IMahal but the opposition was
great, and the wall was solid, and th gateWay had been blocked up,
he had therefore to send back for the saiPpers. These promptly
came up and succeeded in makin:i narn~w openings in the wall.
Through these Wolseley and his mEjneagerly rushed, and attacked
the network of buildings within. 'the res~stance they encountered
was, however stout and desperatef everjr room being contested.
At length, however, he expelled tJ:1eene1iJ.y,and the Moti Mahal,
the last building held by the rebels on the!line communicating with
Outram and Havelock, came conipletel~ into. British possession.
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An open space, nearly half a mile in width, still intervened between
the assailants and the advanced positi<i>ns
of putram and Havelock.
This space was exposed to heavy musketry fite from the Kaiserbagh
and could not be crossed without imminent risk. But the risk did
not prevent the two gallant generals and their staff from crossing
the space to meet the Commander-in-Chief.
Th~y started, eight officers and one civilian. They were Outram,
Have~ock, Napier (afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala), Vincent
Eyre, Dodgson, the Deputy Adjutant-General, young Havelock, the
aide-de-camp, Sitwell, Russell of thel Engin.eers, and the gallant
Kava,nagh. They haQ not gone many pacesl before they were seen
by the enemy, and the Imusketry fire from the! Kaiserbagh redoubled.
Napier, young Havelock, Sitwell and Russell were struck down.
Outram, Havelock, Eyre, Dodgson and Kavanagh alone reached
the Moti Mahal uninjured; then to borrow from the appropriate
lang1.l!ageof Sir Colin Campbell, "the relief of the garrison had
been laccomplished." .But a most difficult and dangerous task still
rema~ned. The garrison, with women and children, sick and wounded,
guns and stores had to be withdrawn; and to effect this in the face
of the vast force of the enemy was no easy task.
One narrow lane alone led to the rear, and through it the whole
force Ihad to be filed. To protect the march of the convoy, the whole
of the immense line, extending from the ru~ned walls of the Residency to the wooded park of the Dilkusha r¢quired to be held, and
this gave a most hazardous extension to our forces-far too weak
for the maintenance of so extended a position. To keep any considerable reserve in hand was impossible. The enemy still occupied
the Kaiserbagh in great force. From the Kai~erbagh they threatened
the flank and the left rear of the British Army. Sir Colin's first
object was then to silence the fire from the Kaiserbagh. He directed
the colonels of the 93rd, the 82nd and the 23rd commanding the
posts covering the left rear, simply to mC\.intaintheir positions,
whilst he would himself personally superintend the delicate operations of the withdrawal, by the road already traversed, of the sick
and the wounded, the women and the children. The order was
simple, and was carried out to the letter.
On the morning of the 20th, as a preliminary measure, William.
Peel opened on the Kaiserbagh a tremendous fire from his heavy;'
guns. This fire continued during that day, the day following, and'
the 22nd, increasing every hour in intensity. It gradually assumed
the character of a bombardment. The enemy suffered enormous.
losses, and on the evening of the 2znd three breaches in the
walls of the Kaiserli>agh invited assault. Such however was
not the intention of Sir Colin; the bombardment had, in fact,
been used to cover the withdrawal of the' women and children,.
sick and wounded. Long before it concluded, these had reached.
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the Dilkusha in safety. The thre¢ breaclhes effected on the evening
of the 22nd were used to carry! out the retreat of the glorious
garrison of Lucknow. Whilst the ~ebels ~a.ssedthat night in devising
measures to meet the assault whifh they expected on the morrow,
the garrison which had so long k~Pt th~m at bay, the veterans of
Inglis's force, the victors in many ghts o~Havelock's and Outram's,
began to retire at midnight.
,he gujn.s which they could not
carry away they rendered usele~;f>.Then behind the screen of
Campbell's outposts, Inglis's and H*ve1oc1fstoilworn bands withdrew.
Then these began to retire also; the piqkets fell back through the
supports, the supports glided aw~y betiween the intervals of the
reserve, the reserVe when all ha~ passdd silently defiled into the
lane, thick darkness shrouded the! moveJjnent from the gaze of the
enemy, and hours after the posit~on had been quitted, they were
firing into the abandoned posts. '.
Hope's Brigade, which had so nobly headed the advance had
also covered the retreat.
Bef~re daylight on the 23rd the
last straggler had quitted the c~mp at Dilkusha. The reunited
force remained at the Dilkusha during that day and the ensuing
night. But there was no rest for: officer or private. The
detachment parties who had corne up!' with the relieving force
had to be distributed to their different iregiments; carriages had
to be allotted; arrangements fori the clDnvoy of the women and
children under responsible officers jhad to be made. On this day a
reorganization of the whole force w~s ma~e to remain in operation as
far as the Alumbagh.
i
Havelock died on the 24th. I~n the: morning of the 26th his
remains were consigned to a hu;m~le grave in the Alumbagh. His
gallant son, the lea~ers who had be~n assobated with him, Campbell,
Grant, Outram, Inglis, Napier, an~ otherts and a crowd of officers,
followed him to his last resting place. Hb had fought a good fight;
he had died, as he had lived, in Hie performance of duty. The life
of Havelock had been a life devoted to his profession. Gifted with
military abilities of a very high order, ~nd conscious that he possessed these abilities, he had borne,~ithoutirepining the disadvantages
of slow promotion. But every tria.~of Fotttune had found Havelock,
cheerful, resolute, and devoted. to the pmallest office he gave his
best abilities, and had striven alsd to prclpare himself for the eventualities which were to follow. He had lived long enough to hear
that his Queen and his countrymen had appreciated his noble
qualities, that his name had becOllnea household word among the
homes and the hearths of England.
Sir Colin decided on the 26th Ithat Sir James Outram should
remain at Alumbagh with a force of abdut 4,000 men of all anns,
25 guns and howitzers and 10 :mortats.
Outram would thus
occupy a position threatening Lu!cknow! and would retain it till
r
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the Commander-in-Chief having placed his convoy in safety, and
disposed of the Gwalior mutineers, should return to act offensively
against the city of Lucknow.
The chapter which will follow with an account of the final Capture
of Lucknow will comprise references to the very distinguished services of several officers of the Royal and Indian Engineers both at
the Relief and Capture of the City, among whom should be noted
the names of Field Marshal Lord Napier of Magdala, General Sir
Lothian Nicholson, General Sir Henry Harness, General Sir Wilbraham Lennox, General Sir Frederick Maun$ell, General Sir Richard
Harrison, Major-General Greathed, Colonels A. Lang, E. Malcolm,
J. G. Forbes and others.
(To be continued).
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ON the 23rd April there passed ~way, !almost unnoticed in the
turmoil of our present life and death stru!5gle, one of our old officers
who has done his share in maintaiping tljle reputation of the Corps
and passing on the ripe fruit of hi~ knowledge to rising generations
of His Majesty's Service ..
Albert James Hepper was bon~ at Gtbraltar on October 24th,
1839, the third of a family of II ¢hildrep. His father and grandfather had been settled on the Rock!from ~he end of the 18th century
and were established as regular re$idents, Such instruction as the
Colony could afford in the groundwork of knowledge was sufficient
to enable Hepper to pass the Matdculatidn Examination of London
University after a year's tuition 4t Queen's College, Birmingham.
He entered King's College, Londor,on tst October, 1857, passing
the following July for the Roya~ Milit~ry Academy which had
recently been opened to candid<!.tes a;dmitted by competitive
examination.
Second in his batch he was ga.*etted Lieutenant, RE., on 3rd
January, 1860. After the custom:~ry courses at Chatham he joined
at Pembroke and was employed OJ~ fortifications and barrack works
at Milford Haven, Tenby, and other places within the district till
1865 when he proceeded on forei$n service to the Cape of Good
Hope with the 23rd Company, l~nder command of Capt. R G.
Thorold; Lieut. Arthur Hill being the other subaltern. Landing
at East London the company marched 40 miles to King William's
Town, which was. reached after an ardu~us march over very bad
roads on 8th September.
The headquarters of the C.RE. were at Graham's Town and the
company was broken up into detac4ments to maintain the numerous
outposts held by the British garrisbn. :Natal formed a part of the
C.RE.'s command and it fell to H¢pper's lot to replace Capt. G. H.
Gordon as C.RE., Natal, from De¢emberi 1865, to February, 1867.
This was a responsible position fot a suqaltern to fill and as there
was no telegraph, and a mail only ¢>ncea month, the C.RE., Natal,
of those days enjoyed a degree o~ independence which formed an
excellent introduction to a career in which initiative and resource
have to be combined with readiness to assume responsibility.
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Here he met many interesting peaple mare ar less well knawn in
S6uth African histary and had the friendship af the Calensa family
at the time when the famaus cantraversy· was at its height.
He describes Adaim Kack, the canquerar af Griqualand East,
as a wizened little Hottentat dressed in secandhand clathes; his
staff gargeaus in the discarded uniforms of the Cape Maunted Rifles.
Pretarius, Preside~t af the Transvaal Republic, came to' visit the
Gavernar af Natal abaut this time. He is described as unastentatiaus, he and his escart having the appearance af farmers.
A further taur of service in Kill;gWilliam's Tawn was braken by
a visit to' Cape Town where Lieut. Hepper was married an 19th
September, 1867, to' Miss Saphie Lees, s¢cand daughter af Richard
Lees, af Greenhills, Oaken, near Walverhamptan, to' wham he had
been engaged befare leaving England.
In Octaber, 1869, Hepper returned to' England, where he resumed
duty at Aldershat, perfarming the duties af Divisianal Officer, and
being in charge af impravements to' the Water Supply at Braadmaar
Criminal Lunatic Asylum under the Harne Office. He was appainted
Adjutant to' the C.RE., Calanel Laffan, an 5th January, 1871, and
was pramated Captain an 21st September, 1872, when he was transferred to' the Gasp<i>rtSub-District af Partsmauth Defences. Service
fhr the next few years included Aldershat, Chatham, Fart Gearge,
Edinburgh, where he was emplayed ih campleting the Brigade
DepOt Barracks at Greenlaw, naw knawn as Glencarse, the shaw
barracks in Scatla;nd.
Abaut this tim¢ ane af Mr. Cardwell's army refarms was the
conversian af the Monmouth and Anglesey Militia Regiments intO'
Engineers, and C~pt. Hepper became the first RE. Adjutant of
the latter regiment an 1st April, 1877, a past he did nat relinquish
till 15th July, 1882. He received a letter fram the D.A.G., RE.,
expressing the satisfactian af H.RH. t1l1eF.M. C.-in-C. at the gaad
service he had rendered as Adjutant af the regiment.
His next service was at Daver, he being now Majar having been
pramated an 1st July, 1881. While theie he received his first arders
far active service in the Saudan, being appainted C.RE., Wady
HaIfa, an 21st March, 1885.
Khartum had fallen and with it the heraic Gardan, and the
intentian was far the troaps to' advartce after the summer heat
had passed and march an Khartum. As everybady kJ;laws this
intentian was abandoned, but meanwhile Hepper's orders were to'
provide huts far the traaps at Akasheh, Wady HaIfa, Karaska and
Assauan by June. It was nat easy to' wrovide the huts in the time
available, there being nO'materials up the Nile except palm trees
and millet straw. Bricks were made with Nile mud and baked in
the sun. Cantracts were made with native "sheikhs" for quantities af palm trees and straw. Every sapper and infantryman
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who could lay bricks was employe4. Work could only be done
in the cool of the morning and a coupl~ of hours before sunset, yet all the troops were hutted. y Ju 'e. On 21st April the
advam:e to Khartum was abandone< and 1he troops subsequently
recalled.
'
Meanwhile the Soudan Railway wa~ bein& pushed on southwards
and was utilized for bringing back th~ troop$ on their way to Lower
Egypt and other destiljlations. It wa~ finally pushed on to Akasheh,
towards the end of July, and a front;~r post garrisoned by
the Cameron Highlanders was erecte4 by Gapt. Blackburn, R.E.,
under Hepper's directions, at KosJlieh, some 20 miles south of
Akasheh ..
i'
On the withdrawal ,of the Nile Ex~editio~ary Force, the British
troops remaining in Upper Egypt Were cilled the Nile Frontier
Force and General, afterwards Lord, '~renfel •.assumed command on
9th July, 1885, Hepper being appo~nted .. R.E., Frontier Field
Force, from that date. He accompaIjJ.iedt~e General on a tour of
inspection to the south and to meet tpe rea~ guard'of the Expeditionary Force, under ~ommand of Ge1eral Brackenbury, afterwards
Sir Henry Brackenbury, at Abri. On ~he waWback the General and
Staff rode to railhead to return to iHaIfa iby train, but Hepper
obtained permission to do the journey by boat as he was anxious
to experience the sensation of going dOfWnsoIile 90 miles of cataracts
and rapids. This was now possible ;~sthe Nile was rising, and he
arrived safely at Sarras in a "whaler '" manped by eight Egyptian
soldiers and steered by a Nile " Re,i'$" in iflbout 12 hours. The
writer met Major H~pper on his ~rrivalat
Wady HaIfa and
gathered that the experience had been' a thri~ling one. A boat that
followed next day met with disaster and fiive of its inmates were
drowned.
The summer in the Soudan was not a plea~ant time; it was very
hot. Supplies were defective and li1xurie~, non-existent;
small
blame then to those who succumbed to the ~nervating climate and
Hepper was one of these, and had to go into hospital at Assouan,
the Army Headquarters.
" Fortun;3itely," ~e says in his memoir,
" the Arabs came down the river and attacl{ed our advanced post
at Kosheh." The General and Staff, therefpre left Assouan and
arriving at Wady HaIfa found the, railwCllYhad been cut and
the post at Ambigole Wells surroundetl, and Kosheh beleaguered.
Lieut.-General Sir Fred. Stephens~n, Co[tllmanding Troops in
Egypt, brought down his Staff and re~nforceiments from Cairo and
on 30th December defeated the Def'~ishes at Ginniss with great
slaughter. Hepper was present with tlhe 2nq, Brigade throughout
the action and subsequent clearing 01l~ of sqattered parties of the
enemy ..
i
After another visit to Abri the Headtquart~r Staff Frontier Field
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Force came back to HaIfa and there concerted measures for holding
that place, as the frontier post, by Egyptian soldiers, all white troops
to be withdrawn to A,ssouan and Cairo. So the forts and barracks
at Kosheh and Akasheh were demoJished i and all useful material
brought back for use by the C.RE. ~n the HaIfa Defences and roo
miles of railway were abandoned. The tasK of fortifying the new
Wady HaIfa Frontier naturally fell to Hepper and was most skiIfully
executed. The frontier was rendered practically impregnable
against any Dervish attack.
Then followed a spell at Cairo and again at Assouan where General
de Montmorency, afterwards Lord Fliankfor~ de Montmorency, was
com1l1anding.
In, November, r886, the Dervishes came down again within IS
miles of Wady HaIfa, and an expedition weJllt out to look for them
but 110serious fighting ensued. So Hepper's active service concluded
on r5th March, r887, when he was transferred to Cairo for ordinary
RE. duties till relieved in r888. Meq.nwhile he had been promoted
to Lieut.-Colonel on 1$t October, r887.
Then followed a quiet time as C.RE., Guernsey, and on 2nd July,
r890, by appointment as Asst.-Commandant, S.M.E., a post requiring
many varied qualifica~ions, involving as it did all the management
of the personnel of the RE. Depot and Service Companies, control
of Messes and other purely regimental as distinguished from educationa~ duties. These were in the good old days of close-order drill
and £ormal manoeuvre. There were three battalions of RE. and
two Field Companies to be manoeuvred in brigade on the Great
Lines and the A.C. S.M.E. was the Brigadier.
Colonel Hepper
by position and rank and on account of previous experience was
always selected to command a side, or to be Chief of Staff to
a cOljllmander, and proved himseIf almost invariably to be on
the winning side. It was the fortune of the writer to be his
staff officer in many such sham fights in the course of which he was
able to assimilate many sound ideas as to the rapid appreciation of
a tactical situation from his chief.
The inevitable half-pay on completion of five years' service as
Lieut.-Colonel ensued; this luckily proved to be short as appointment to the Ordnance Committee followed on 20th December, r892,
carrying with it the rank of substantive Colonel. Attending a
levee held by H.RH. the Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards,
Hepper naively remarks that when he thanked H.RH. for his
appointment, the latter looked much relieved as most of those
'attending his levees were there to ask for something. The appointment lasted till 28th October, r896, when the military career of
the subject' of this Memoir was concluded by a grand blow-up at
Milford Haven where he was employed by the Ordnance Board on
experiments with the pneumatic gun.
I
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Then followed a post as Enginebring lnspector under the Local
Government Board till March, 1906, wherj. at the age of 67! Colonel
Hepper retired after having serv~d the !State for 48 years. His
services were recogIilizedby the COl1npaniotnshipof the Distinguished
Service Order, Egyptian Medal, t.he Or~er of the Medjidieh and
the Khedive's Bronze Star.
On 17th December, 1907, he ha.~ to Mar the grief of the loss of
his wife who died as she had lived) full of faith and concerned only
for the welfare and happiness of t~ose shlHeft behind.
There is little :more to say. 'Uhe outbreak of the War found
Colonel Hepper aged and perhaps ~ little iinfirm in his walk but full
of mental vigour; taking an acti\{"einte1l'est in the progress of our
arms and ready to help if need be. ! It felt to the lot of the youngest
of his sons to be the first victim.1 WhiJe engaged in tending the
wounded at the Battle of Mons ij.e got .ileft behin.d and is now a
prisoner in Germany. The eldest Who re~ired from the Corps in the
rank of Major is actively employed as m~nager of the great Indian
Peninsula Railway, and three others ar~ actively engaged in His
Majesty's Army.
I
The end came suddenly on th<~23rd !April last. He had been
seized by a stroke the night previdus and: passed quietly away with
just sufficient consciousness to recpgnize Ithe only son available off
duty, and his younger daughter 'Who h~ij watched over him with
loving care ever since the lamented: death. of her mother had thrown
the responsibility f0r the householGton hdr hands.
He was laid to rest by the sidf of h{b devoted wife at Kensal
Green on Monday, 26th April, 1915, folloiwed to his grave by a few
relatives and friends. His obseqdies were like his life simple and
unostentatious.
I
l·A.F.
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OF' EXPLOSIVES.

The subject is treated under five heads. The first of these heads
deals briefly with the history of explQsives: it is. explained that explosive mixtures when first discovered were used for incendiary purposes
only, a common method of so employing them consisted in fastening
the explosive to some missile which was tnen projected by catapults
against the object attacked.
A legend attributed the discovery of
gunpowder to Schwartz, a Benedictine monk, in 1334 A.D.; this legend
is, however, discredited, for gunpowder, it is said, was used for incendiary
purposes in connection with the defence of Constantinople in 660 A:D.
For a period of nearly 500 years gunpowder was the explosive most
generally in use, as a propellant in firearms, as well as a destructive
agent in mines. The discovery of guncotton was made in 1845: Noble,
whilst carrying out experiments in 1863, first obtained nitroglycerine
and later rendered it stable by an admixtlilre of silicious earths, thus
giving dynamite to the world. Chemists continued their researches on
explosives and discovered compounds more powerful even than those
last mentioned. Dewar invented cordite and Turpin melinite (in 1887).
Under the second head certain general features relating to the subject
are discussed and the conditions required to effect an explosion are briefly
touched upon. Explosives are, it is pointed out, classified in two main
groups, namely those termed" chassants, " being those used as propellants
and those termed" detonants " or " brisants," being those used to obtain
disruptive effects. It will be recognized that these two groups are those
which, in this country, are, in popular language, referred to as " low"
and ,.,high" explosiyes. The amount of heat and energy developed on
the spontaneous decpmposition of explosive substances is. next touched
upon, a table being furnished of the calories and the energy, per kilogramme of substance, obtained in the cases of some of the better-known
explosives. This part of the subject concludes with a brief reference
to the rate of propagation of the explosion, both in the case of the
" low" as well as that of the" high" explosives.
Under the third head useful information is supplied in relation to the
composition and manufacture of some of the more important explosives,
i.e., acetylene, nitroglycerine, guncotton, trinitrotoluene, lyddite, fulminate of mercury, black gunpowder, powdered chlorate of potassium,
dynamite, and smokeless powder.
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Under the fourth head the question ~s taken up of the utilization of
explosives in connection with rifle caritridges, common and shrapnel
shell, torpedoes and submarine mines, !bombs ~nd hand-grenades, land
mines and petards.
Under the fifth head is discussed the f~ture of:explosives. The question
is there examined as to whether anythipg canibe done to improve the
efficiency factor of explosives in such a m~nner a$ to be capable of leading
the way to the discovery of some extraqrd,inary epcplosivecapable of modifying the conditions of warfare. This eX<lminatibn leads to the conclusion
that it would be extremely difficult to pdduce aIllexplosive more powerful
than those already known and in use t,~-day. I As a matter of practical
politics, there is little difference betwe~n the :power of various explosives, so far as their disruptive effects are cpncerned;
an armoured
vessel will meet the same fate when success~ully torpedoed, whether
the charge used be melinite or guncottqm, dyriamite or trinitrotoluene.
So far as the use of explosives as prope~lants is;concerned, the deterioration of the inner tubel3 of guns fixes a limit,; the explosives now in
use are already responslble for a rapid ¢orrosidn of the inner tubes and
the introduction of more powerful propellant$, generating still higher
temperatures than those now met with, i is out pf the question.
it is pointed out that the consumptibn of eiXplosives, in the present
war, is prodigious, but it is held to b~ nons¢nse to suggest that the
blockade of Germany by the Navies of!the EI1Jtente Powers is going to
result in any serious diminution in th~ supply of explosives available
for the use of the German Army. It i~ admi~ted that the cutting off
of the supplies of Chili saltpetre has, dur~ng th~ past few months, caused
a shortage of nitric acid in Germany, l~ut it i~,held that Germany can
manufacture this commodity quite as reapily as Norway and Switzerland;
she has not only her own works, but aithe pr¢sent time she absolutely
controls the Vilvorde factory in Belgiurr)., whicll1for some years past has
been producing nitric aGid by the OstwaQd process. Similarly, although
it may no longer be possible to import icotton, very large quantities of
this substance can be obtained from ~iscard¢d clothing of all kinds.
Further, there can be no shortage of alcohol alnd ether, nor of toluene,
benzine, picric acid, etc., which can bei readily distilled from coal tar,
a commodity which Germany possesses in abundance.
THE
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Fragmentary notes have, at various ~imes, <tppeared in the Revue on
the subj ect of neutral states and the violation Of their neutrality;
these
notes have been collected together and ~earran$ed for publication under
the title given above. The article dis¢usses ~he strategic effort made
by Germany last year via Belgium and t~e Gra~d Duchy of Luxemburg.
It is stated that the subject cannot be eJXam~nedin all its bearing in
the absence of documentary evidence; this ev~dence is not available at
present; nevertheless, ilt is held, there qmnot be any doubt whatsoever,
that the violation by Germany of the !territoty of the neutral states,
Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg" has been a very serious
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political mistake and, more than that, a moral delinquency of still
greater gravity.
I t is suggested that the stigma cast by the whole world on the attack
onthe rights of a neutral nation by oneof the belligerents and this belligerent's disregard for its own plighted wdlrd disqlose war in a new character.
The opinion is expressed that, from the foregoing points of view, in spite
of all the sadness for 'which it is responsible, the War of 1914 will mark a
stE1Pin advance on the road of civil]zation 'if, as there is every reason
to 'hope, victory crowns the efforts of, the armies of the Entente Powers.
Tfhecircumstances!under which each of the neutral Powers of Europe,
existing prior to the present war, acquired their international status is
briefly traced, and attention is drawn to the fact that there are three
shades in the character of the neutrality referred to as "perpetual"
;
this is shown in the following brief summarY' :~
.
Swiss Confederation.-The
Republic voluntarily
and deliberately
aS$umed the status of a neutral state in 1648 (since recognized by the
TI1eaty of Vienna, November, 1815) and maintains an armed force, as
much in order to enforce respect for its neutrality as to provide for the
eventuality which may impose a duty on the Republic, in its own
interests, to change its policy in relation to its conduct in regard to
international
affairs under circumstances quite independent· of the
motives which originally prompted the adoption of the attitude of
" perpetual neutrality."
The Confederation, in fact, possesses all the
attributes of a soverreign international state.
Belgiu.m.~ The kingdom is a neutralized, in contradistinction
to a
neutral state, and maintains an armed force exclusively for the purpose
of warding off an attack on its neutral territories.
Lttxemburg.- The Grand Duchy is a neutralized state and does not
maintain an armed force, unless that of microscopic dimensions maintained for state ceremonial purposes may be called one. The Powers,
which imposed" perpetual neutrality," having undertaken the obligation
of protecting the Grand Duchy against aggression, the maintenance, on
the latter's part, of a military force became, of necessity, a work of
supererogation.
In view of the foregoing explanation it will be recognized why it is
that, in considering the question of the violation of the territories of one
or other of the three Powers mentioned above, it should be held that
the violation of the neutrality of the Grand Duchy is, of the threepossible cases of violaHon, the gravest and least justifiable.
The earliest example, since the Revolution, of the violation of the
territories of a perpetually neutral state is that of which the Swiss
Confederation was a victim in 1813; but in that case the Treaty which
now regulates the present Helvetic neutrality did not then exist, although
the principle involved had been admitted for more than a century.
The violation of the neutrality of Switzerland referred to occurred in the
following circumstances :-After
the defeait of the French Armies at
Leipzig in 1813, NaI1>0leonhastened back to France, in order to organize
n,ew armies, hotly pursued by the armies of' the Allies (Russia, Austria,
Wurtemberg and Bavaria).
In December !of the year in question, the
forces of the Allies' were partly echeloned: along the Rhine, north of
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Basle, and partly held in reserve on the norlthern shores of Lake Con.stance.
The problem which wasex~rcising
the minds of the Allied
commanders was that connected with the ir:jvasion of enemy territory.
Czar Alexander desired to respect the Belvet* neutrality, not so Austria.
The latter power exerted diplomatic p~essure ~)l1the Federal Government
with the object of obtaining a vohl~tary ~enunciation of neutrality,
at the same time, in order to be pnwared for the contingency of the
Federal Government not yielding in Ithe m~tter, Schwartzenberg, the
Austrian general, made preparations to forc~ an entry into Swiss territory by a ruse de gue,rre (details are ;~iven iri the article). Switzerland
was deceived in regard to the Austri~n interj:tions; the ruse succeeded
and the neutrality of the Confederftion \}'as violated on the 13th
December, 1813, Austrian forces o¢cupiec1j Berne and Soleure and
crossed the Rhine on the 21st Decerdber; ~lmost simultaneously, the
Russians took possession of Basle. <pn thisi:occasion, the Swiss Army
was in no position to offer a resistan!:;e to th.e aggressors and its commander signed the terms of a capltulatioIjl. on the 20th December,
1813·
Naturally, Germany had no more respect I for the agreement, which
she entered into with the Grand Duc1P.yin Njovember, 1902, containing
the express provision whereby she und~rtook r).everto use the Luxemburg
railway system for military purpose"j. than phe had for the provisions
of the Treaty of 1867, whereby she ;~ccepte1- the obligation to protect
the neutral status of the Grand Dljrchy. iOn the 2nd August last,
GeJ;"man soldiers were simply put o~ boar~ armoured trains which,
without any declaration of war, steartJ.ed int~ the capital of the Grand
Duchy, which was occupied on the Metext ~hat this step was rendered
necessary for the protection of the Gr",nd Du~al railways against enemy
attacks ...
Turning to Belgiu1Ii1,it is asserted llpat th~ developments which have
taken place since 1870 right down to! 1914, the changes of the concentration zones of the German armies, thl" railw*y construction undertaken
dudng recent years, an betray the Gerlnan d(:jsigndeliberately to invade
Belgium. Everything appears to have been. studied in minute detail;
success in carrying out the operatioll~ depe~ded entirely in a torrentlike descent on to Belgian soil. It can well !be supposed that German
" Realpolitik"
left nothing undone t<l>secur~ that all the trump cards
should be in Germany's hands, so tha~ the sultcessful accomplishment of.
her purpose should eventually cover thr iniqu~ty of the means employed;
Germany did not renounce the aid o~ that~hich
has always been her
principal forte, her gq:nius for organiz:ftion.
Germany has no capacity for imp~ovisatipn;
she relies on studied
preparation.
Her people are essenti<j.lly an$.lysts; that which others
have invented, the Germans understard adnirirably how to perfect and
turn to their country(s advantage.
sio far a~ the preparations for this
war are concerned. an example is tq be se;en in the uses they have
made of aviation, a French iriventi~n adapted for war by German
ingenuity.
In other matters, too, it ~s hardly possible that the Great
General Staff at Berlin can have ne~lected; in the 20th century, the
admonitions of the great captains of ipast a~es.-(To be continued).
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Switzerland.The question of Swiss ne,utrality is further discussed.
Reference is made to an incident chronicled ,jn the April issue of the
Bibliotheque Universelk
It would apJl>ear therefrom that Prof. Reiss
(of Switzerland) who has been investigating matters in Servia had
arranged to give an account of his work at the Sorbonne and was
expecting a telegram, in which the date of the meeting was to be fixed.
Owing to the non-arrival of the telegram enquiries were made and it
then transpired that the communication desired had been addressed to
the Professor, but it had been held back in the censor's office at Berne.
The incident is unfavourably commented upan.
I t is pointed out that a German Swiss has been allowed to address
a meeting in Vienna, and a demand is made that similar treatment be
meted out to the French Swiss. Th¢ correspondent urges that it is
necessary, at the present juncture, that an opinion on current events
should exist in Switzerland, but it must be S;Wissopinion, and this can
only be formed by permitting free discussion, priovided that this discussion
is carried on with sincerity and loyalty, and within the limits imposed by
international courtesy.
It is further held that an incident, such as the
suppression of the Reiss telegram, denotes that a,conception of neutrality
exists which. confounds the attitude of' the individual, more exactly the
citi~en, with the responsibilities of the State. Citizens are properly held
in check in that they are rigidly forbidden openly to attack the attitude
deliberately adopted by the State, lest this should entangle the policy
of the latter.
Reasons are set out why Switzerland should continue to
maintain its attitude of strict neutrality.
A brief reference is made to the suggestion made by certain deputies
that the supreme decision on the proposed war tax should be withdrawn
from the vote of the people. It is held that a grave error would be
committed if this were done. The correspondent expresses the opinion:
" We know that our good fortune exceeds ou merits: if this is likely
to cause us some expense, we will readily foot the bill."
lIhis number of the Revue concludes with a bibliography relating to
works of military interest.
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The article commenced in the April number on the above subj ect is concluded in this number. It is suggested that thljlviolation of the neutrality
of Belgium, in 1914, should be compared with the violation of that of
the Swiss Confederation, in 1813; considered side by side, these two historical examples become more suggestive. So far as the violation of
the neutrality of Belgium is concerned attention is directed to the information contained in Emile Waxweiler's work, La Belgique Neutre
et Loyale,'
an extra,ct is published in which the statement occurs:
" It is no secret that in the reign of Leopqld II. the relations of the
Belgian Court with th,e German Court were not particularly cordial. The
Colonial policy of the old Belgian King and <i>therdiverse circumstances
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had been viewed with little favouriby official circles in Berlin. Things
changed from the commencement of ithe ne'iVreign" (i.e. in 1909). In the
extractin question references are aIsp made~o the marriage of King Albert
to the Duchess Elisabeth of Bavarfa and .ithe intimate relations established thereby between the Court of ~russe~s and that of Berlin. In June,
1910, the Belgian Sovereign and h~s Cons{Drtvisited Berlin, and in the
October of the same year, the Kais'~r and I}aiserin proceeded to Brussels
on a return visit and were received ~y the citizens in the Belgian capital
with great cordiality.
At a dinner givenj in his honour at the Royal
Palace, the Kaiser, in responding
the toast proposed by King Albert,
referred to his gratitude for the spl~ndour pf the reception accorded him
by the Sovereign and the people qf Belgium and stated that in it he
recognized the pledge of the ste~dfast ~nion, .binding not only the
Royal Houses of the two countri~s but lilso the people of Germany
with those of Belgium. The Germlm EmIileror concluded his speech by
expressing a vow to draw closer stil~ the r~lations, full of confidence and
of good-neighbourly intentions, almjldy exi$ting between the two peoples.
At that time the German relati(~s witlit France appeared outwardly
to be all that could be desired, s<I>much so that in Belgian political
circles many there wefE~who had lpecomel!confident that Belgium need
never fear invasion by the armed ~orces qf her powerful eastern neighbour. About this same period, Germany pirovided evidence of the closeness with which she kept watch on tll1eexte~nal policy of Belgium. During
the Boxer rising Belgian interests in IChinawere threatened, consequently,
on the initiative of the burgomasters of four of the large Belgian towns,
steps were taken to form volunteer <torpsd~stined for service in the Celestial Empire. Thereupon Germanyp~oteste4 with considerable energy that
the adoption of such measures of ptotectidn were forbidden to Belgium
owing to her status as a neutral power. Belgium accepted the German
view, in spite of the fact that by clping so she imperilled the position of
her political and national representlitives:
she believed, however, at the
time that, as some sort of c:ompenj3ation, :she had obtained strong and
certain evidence of the lengths her powerful neighbour was prepared to go
in fulfilment of the obligation undeIttaken by her to see the neutrality of
Belgium strictly observed. Later, it was thought, further evidence of this
intention was forthcoming with stj~l greath clearness during the course
of the wrangle raised, in 19II, in 9onnectfon with the Dutch proposals
to fortify Flushin&". At that tim~ certain newspapers had suggested
that in the event of a Franco-Genman wa~, in the near future, the neutrality of Belgium would be viola~ed by! Germany.
The question of
Germany's intentions was taken lip by ilhe Belgian Foreign Minister
with the Imperial Chancellor; thc,formeJ suggested that a declaration
on the subject in the Reichstag, Ol~ the oocasion of a debate on foreign
affairs, would have a reassuring eff~ct on public opinion. To this suggestion von Bethman-Hollweg repl~ed, as :will be seen from the Belgian
Grey Book, that he well understoo~ thes¢ntiments
which had inspired
the Belgian Foreign Minister, but ~e could not accede to the request,
declaring, at the same time, that 4ermany had no intention of violating
the neutrality of Belgium, but if su4h a deplaration were made publicly
Germany would weaken her miliqlfY pO$ition, so far as France was
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concerned.
Attention is drawn to a speech made on the 29th April,
I9I5, by von Jagow, the German Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, at a meeting of the Budget Committee of the Reichstag, and
'reported in the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung.
In this speech occurs
the declaration:
"The neutrality of Belgium is determined by International Conventions;
Germany has decided to respect the provisions
of these conventions."
It is reported that, on the same occasion, in the
course of a reply to a member of the German 'Social-democrat party, the
German War Minister said: "Germany will not lose sight of the fact
that the neutrality of Belgium is guaranteed by international treaties."
In spite of the assurances containM in the speeches referred to, it
would appear that certain incidents con,nected with European politics
neated deep misgivings in the minds of those responsible for the government of Belgium. Similar misgivingsprevai]ed in the Chancelleries and
in military circles in certain European capitaJls; it was felt by the wellinfG)rmed that the outbreak of a European war was imminent and
ineVitable. To complete the chain of evidence, Belgium had received, in
I9I2, from King Charles of Roumania, a ruler tied neither to the Triple
Entente nor to the Triple Alliance, friendly advice cautioning her to keep
watch on the defences protecting all her frontiers. "The miracle of I870,"
said this monarch, "will not be repeated:
Belgium is in great danger
of seeing her neutrality violated by one of its three neighbours."
Other
warnings were also received; evidence of
confirmatory nature was
forthcoming from German sources that the i:tl1vasionof Belgian soil was
occupying the mind of at least one nation.
In his work, Deutschland
unci der niichste Krieg, von Bernhardi had written: "No natural obstacle,
no powerful fortress stands in the way there (i.e. in Belgium and in
Holland) to prevent a hostile invasion, neutrality is but a rampart of
paper.
In the south also, the barrier of the Rhine can be turned by
pushing through Switzerland."
King Albert visited Germany in November, I9I3 ; . the Kaiser did not
hide from him the gravity of the political situation in Europe and
declared that it was becoming difficult for Germany to avoid war with
France.
If war came there was no doubt, in the Kaiser's mind, that
the German arms would triumph and carry victory before them.
In his work Waxweiler states that the Belgian Ambassador in Vienna
transmitted the text of the Austro-Hungarian ultimatum, about to be
addressed to Servia, to the Foreign Office at Brussels on the 24th July,
I9I;4. The Ministers of King Albert took necessary measures forthwith to provide against the contingency of I a European conflagration.
On the 3Ist July following, the French Ambassador at Brussels
showed the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs a telegram, emanating
from the Agence Havas, announcing that a proclamation had been
issued in Germany creating the regime known as Kriegsgefahr.
At the
same time, the French Minister gave the assurance that France would
respect the neutra,lity of Belgium. The vatious incidents which preceded the irruption of German hordes into 'Belgian territory are set
out in detail in this number of the Revue. Germany was no longer
ready to give any kind of undertaking that she would respect the'
neutrality of Belgium, nevertheless, on the 2nd August, I9I4, the
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German Ambassador in Brussels cal~ed at the Belgian Foreign Office
and secured the assent of the Belgiap Gov~rnment to his request that
facilities should be given for the conveyance., over the Belgian railways,
of German reservists, residing in Belgtum, w~o had been recalled to the
colours. The only reserve made by t e Bel*ian Foreign Office was that
a similar concession would be made in favour :.OfFrench reservists recalled
to the colours. At this announcem nt the !German Ambassador made
the remark:
"That you must look! after :yourself, but you well know
that so far as matters concern us you '/:1ayhav1 every confidence."
The Belgians. were put off their f\pard all\d even the Brussels. Press
was duped.
On the date last mentiPned, tbe German Ambassador at
Brussels gave an interview to a reptesentative of Le Soir and alleged
that Germany had a friendly feeli9g for Belgium, summing up his
views in the phrase: "Perhaps the ~oof of f,0ur neighbour's house will
be set on fire, but yours will be safe ~nough.:' On the same day, Capt.
Bringmann, the German military attache ~at Brussels), called up the
office of the editor of Le XXe. Siecle,on the I telephone and requested a
categorical denial to be published to ~he stat.ement, then in circulation,
that Germany had declared war on rance: and on Russia. The conversation which took place is recordep.. Th~ Editor asked the military
attache whether German troops ha~ not fnvaded and occupied the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg.
Capt.· Bringrp.ann appears to have gone
through the form of ascertaining hoW matt~rs actually stood; on the
completion of this fictitious enquiry ~e returned to the telephone and
gave, what can only be described a.s"an evasive and deceptive reply.
The staff of the two papers Le Soir and iLe XXe. Siecle were completely deceived; consequently, on Sllnday, the 2nd August, 1914, these
papers, on the faith of the categoriqal dec~arations made by German
officials holding important positions:, publ~shed announcements of a
reassuring character regarding the internati~nal situation.
It was after tbese interviews had taken, place that, on this same
Sunday, the 2nd August, the Germ'1-n Am~assador at Brussels called
on the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and placed in the latter's
hands the demand 'Yhich astonished the wqrld, calling on King Albert
to give an unopposed passage throug[h Belg~um to the German armies.
The text of this derp.and is given in the R~vue; the Belgian Government was allowed, as is well known, l2 hour~ in which to reply thereto.
If now the mind is carried back to Ithe story of the Austrian invasion
of Switzerland in 1813, it will be obsdved thFit the interval of a century
has not brought about any apprecial:!>lechal)1gein the procedure which
finds favour with the violator of nerutral territory:
he has, perhaps,
become a little more crafty, that's alIi. The;telephone had no existence
in 1813; but there was, in that year, t~e emp~oyment of a ruse to throw a
neutral people off their guard;
the! prepa~ation of a stealthy " coup
de force" under cover of this ruse; tl1e deli~ery of an ultimatum givi~g
a sufficiently short period of time: for t'P-e delivery of a reply, so
as to remove all possibility of a pr?per cqnsideration being given to
the question;
lastly, as the guiding prinqiple of so much duplicity
practised under cov~r of the pretext pf very exceptional circumstances,
the doctrine was openly espoused ithat tpe needs of strategy were
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superior to solemn obligations deliberately entered into by treaties.
It
will easily be recognized that the programme of 1914 is a close imitation of that of 1813: von Bethman-Holhveg
has nothing to be
envious of in Mettern~ch; the younger von Mjoltke has nothing to learn
from von Schwartzenberg ..
Qne lesson appears to be taught with perf¢ct clearness by the above
c011}parison: A little nation has no, other guarantee of existence or
other security in its pursuit after pea~eful p~ogress than that provided
by the moral force which is based on the in~ention to recognize Right.
If in August last, says the Revue, it had been a question of marching
German armies on Lyons instead of on Paris, then it would have been
the violation of Swiss territory, which Waxweiler would have described
in a work dealing with a premeditated invasion.
In this case also, he
could have discovered, in the recent past, affectionate toasts for republication, suggestions moreover of well-merited confidence in a people
and their rulers; probably a firm belief too, iJllsome minds, of the desire
on the part of powerful neighbours to respect Swiss neutrality, which
belief rumours of th~ existence of tortious intentions could, in no way,
have decreased. Who :Knows, he may even have been able to discover
suave telephone conversations on the part of high-placed officials with
editors of newspapers.
It is suggested that Switzerland would, in the case of a German
invasion, have suffered more than Belgium. Iil a situation similar to
that in which the forts of Liege were found, there would have only been
a few companies of Landsturm echeloned along the frontier; no serious
obstacle would have presented itself to prevent the Uhlans being pushed
rapidly into Zurich; there these doughty warriors could have cut the
railway communications, deprived one-third of the Swiss Army of its
supplies, and the Confederation of its most up.-to-date factories and its
most high-developed industries.
It is the desire on the part of the
Swiss to escape the experiences of the Belgian people that has,. no,
doubt, inspired the concluding prayer:
"Let the peace yet to be COThsummated bring about the triumph of Right over the abuse of Might."
EXPLOSIVE

AND

DUM-DUM

BULLETS.

An article was published in the number ,of the Revue, for February
last, which seemed to leave no doubt that the accusation levelled against
the Austro-Hungarian troops concerning the use of explosive bullets,
against the Serbians" was only too true.
The Revue states, in its May number, that it has repeatedly come to,
notice that explosive bullets have been used in the western theatre of
war. Reference is made to the wounds received by a French soldier of
the 15znd Infantry Regiment in August last, a photograph of the wound:
being reproduced; in this case there is evidence that the wound in question was inflicted by an explosive bullet discharged from an American
sporting rifle by a German officer. There are grounds for believing that in
the other cases where wounds have been caused by explosive bullets to.
soldiers fighting in the western theatre of operations, such bullets have:
been discharged by German and not by Austrian troops. Although
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the German communiques have /idmitt¢d that the German army
operating in Belgium has borrowed: copioulsly from the artillery of the
" Brilliant Second," on the other Jand' nJb evidence of any kind has
been forthcoming tending to prove hat tM Austro-Hungaria.n infantry
or cavalry have fought anywhere 0 the front, Basle to the North Sea.
The Revue states that the use ~f dum~dum bullets has also been
proved, and points but that a bullet bf hard metal such as the regulation
French D bullet cannot be converted into a~ expansive bullet, whatever
be the nature of the mutilations iit may !be subjected to. However,
articles, with illustrations, have bee~ publ~shed, on frequent occasions,
with the object of proving that the iD (Lebiel) bullet had been converted
into the dum-dum pattern.
The bpllets ip use in almost every other
European army than the French cani be realiily converted into the dumdum pattern and illustrations are given, i~ the article, of the dum-dum
bullets which, according to official rep:orts, have been used by the Germans
during the present War. Illustratiorls are also published which show the
nature of the perforations made in w~lls ofd~mp clay by an ordinary lead
bullet provided with a hard metal ~nveloRe, and the same bullet converted into the dum-dum pattern.
Furthh, attention is drawn to an
article which appeared in La Nature of I~th December last, wherein
reference is made to a very simple· method employed by the German
infantry to convert the regulation ibullet !into the dum-dum pattern.
It also appears that the Berliner Illri,strierte[ Kriegs Zeitung (No. I5) and
other German papers contain illustrated articles showing, what they
al.lege to be, the mec.hanism fitted tOt'the B~.•
itish rifle, for converting the
regulation ammunition into the dur -dum ~attern, " in three motions."
Another illustration; not reproduced from ai German source, shows what
would actually happen if it were ttempted to carry out the alleged
dum-dumming process Tn the mann¢r indidated.
'!

PROPOSALS

RELATING

TO THE

ARM~MENT

OF CAVALRY.

In the first five months, during which the Swiss Cavalry had been
mobilized, certain matters in connection with the arms and equipment of
this branch of the service requiring urgent lattention have, according to
the author of the article, come to light, as follows :I. The Swiss cavalry require to be mo~nted on a better stamp of
troop horse. The cavalry armarctent a~so needs modification;
a
mounted patrol of Swiss cavalry, "atmed with the sword only, coming
suddenly into contact with an eneniy mou:(1ted patrol, armed with the
lance, would, in the author's opinion, be caught at a disadvantage.
A
Swiss cavalry soldier when separated from ~is horse is without a weapon
of defence; it is recommended that revolvers should be issued to the

a~h~

i'

II. The method of carrying the ~arbin~ is discussed.

Reasons are
given for the carbine bucket being '/Lttachea to the saddle on the near
side of the horse and the sword an(~ mess ~in on the off side.
III. The present War has shown that cavlalry may, at times, be called
upon to perform infantry duties. On sucllt occasions, a bayonet often
comes in very useful, but as the issue of'this weapon would, in the
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author's opinion, carry with it a loss of mobility and also destroy the
cavalry spirit he recommends that the pr{jsent cavalry sword should
be slightly altered and provided with attachments enabling it to be fixed
to the carbine for use as a sabre-l:jlayone~ (the proposed method of
attachment is shown by means of a $ketch)~
I

NOTES

;

United States of America.-A

,

ANI? NEW~.
i

sp¢cial cqrrespondent writes on the
subject of military organization and points 'out that the citizens of the
great Republic are divided into thJ!ee camps on this question:
The
pacifists, they are most obstinate and will not dismiss from their minds
the chimera with which they have been obsessed in the past;
the
progressists, they are much in evidence and desire a serious increase
in the military forc~s of the Republic; between these extremes stand
tbe " hesitants," the statu quo is good enough for them, subject however to the proviso that the youth of the country be made to undergo a
" thorough" milita~y training during the period spent at school. It
would appear that the pacifists, instead of l:jleingcompletely nonplussed
b:y the brutal blow struck at their pet theories during the past few
months, are infinitely more obstinate and more blind on the American
Continent than those of their ilk in Europ~; it is suggested that this
may be accounted fbr by the fact that the former are further removed
than the latter from the material evidence of the bankruptcy of antimilitarism,
The pacifists have endeavoured to bring pressure to bear
on President Wilson and have prayed him to intercede with the
belligerent powers in order to obtain a general disarmament.
It is
suggested that they form a dangerous class, since certain of their arguments, specious in themselves, are of a nature to impress the public
and Congress, when, brought forward by men much in public evidence,
such as Carnegie, Bryan and Daniels (Minister for the Navy).
It is
shown that want of military preparations has not prevented the
United States of America from being involved, in the past, in military
operations;
the only result of the policy C!f., petits armements" has
been to inflict unnecessary loss and suffering on the troops and to
jeopardize the success of their operations.
Nevertheless, the Utopianism
.of Carnegie and of Bryan has captivated many members of the
American Congress.
The progressists are led by General Wood, ex-Chief of General Staff,
and now G,O.c. Eastern District, some Congressmen, including Hobson
(a hero of the Spanish-American War), and Garrison, the Minister for
War; this class naturally desires considerable improvements to be
effected in their country's military system. Unfortunately, the progressists are not unanimous as to the methdds to be employed to attain
the ends desired, some advocate the formation of new regular units,
others desire to see the National Guard increased to double its present
strength, whilst a third group restricts itself to a recommendation that
a system of strong reserves should be instituted.
It is suggested that
this class is too lazy to devote its time to the thorough examination of the
problem under consideration but limits its attention to" faits accomplig,"
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such as the" American Legion " recen~ly formed. The Legion is a nonOffiCI.'
al institution;
however, its fOfmll.tion Has given umb.rage to the
pacifists and especially the" League for the L~mitation of Armaments."
The pacifists attacked General W ood ~or givieg official countenance to
a private institution, in that he had phmitt6!d his A.D.C. to act as an
adviser to the Legion. It appears that the Minister for War has passed
a mild censure on the General, but ~he lett~r conveying the censure
discloses the fact that the Governme* is di~posed to give the Legion
official recognition and to incorporate :it into! the army system as soon
as the Legion is constituted on a sOdnd basis, The hesitants, when
recommending preliminary military trajining o~ the youth of the country
during their' school days only, appear to 10$e sight of fact that the
object of such training is to habituate1lads to:military discipline and to
facilitate the practical training at the 'recruitl stage: practical training
during the years of manhood is held to be ess,ential for the development
of the recruit into an efficient soldier. Th¢ special correspondent is
of opinion that the opening of the Papama <Canalhas complicated the
problem of national defence under pre$ent cir,tumstances;
an examination of the situation leads him to th~ condusion that the protection
of the Canal zone proper-IS
km. (abo~t 9 mil~s) wide and 75 km. (about
46 miles) long-necessitate~
the detathing ?f 3 infantry regime~ts, 4
squadrons of cavalry, I bngade of fidld arti~ery and IS compames of
garrison artillery for this specific puqj)ose, a~d incidentally involves an
incr~a?e in th,e mobile troops deta~ler for tre d,efence ?f Hawaii, .the
garnson of whIch should then, exclusrv¢ of theigarnson artIllery, be raIsed
to 6 infantry regiments, I cavalry regirqent, anld I regiment field artillery;
thus raising the infantry and field a~tillery ,units which would be immobilized in connection with the def~nces qf the Panama Canal to 9
infantry regiments and 12 batteries of field <j.rtillery.
After many years of peace the Rea. Indi*ns of Utah have recently
given trouble;
they have been assa~sinatir}g members of one of the
other tribes, The maladroit handling !ofthe ~ituation by the magisterial
authorities exasperated the situation,; and by degrees the whole region
was in a state of effervescence. Instead of dealing with the situation
in the usual way, that is by the desp;~tch of ia punitive military expedition, General Scott, Chief of the Geb,eral Staff, made his way to the.
camp of the revolters accompanied only by an A.D.C. and an orderly.
The General is known to the Indialls by tlj1ename, " The white-man
who-stoops-not-to-tel!l-lies "; it suffic~d for ~im to assure the disturbers
of the Pax Americana that equity tnd go?d conscience alone would
guide the judges, who would try them, in arriving at a decision as to
their guilt or innocence.
Knowing, <itsthey did, that the offence with
which they were charged involved I a death penalty on conviction,
nevertheless the assurance of the GeJ/Ieral o~ a fair trial caused the revolters to surrender themselves into t~e hand~ of the judicial authorities.
It is stated, on the authority of' GeneI1al Wood, that the colour
adopted for the new campaigning kit <bfthe German Army was borrowed
from the American Army. Americ<in offic~rs, attending the German
manceuvres recently, decided one day to w~ar their service kit. Their
appearance in such a practical outfit is said 'to have created a veritable
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sensation in German military circles; the German officers were converted
to the inno~ation at once, but the Kaiser pronounced against it, arguing
that the dull uniformity would militate agiainst esprit de corps. A
press campaign followed in favour of the change and the Kaiser
capitulated.
France.-A
correspondent discusses the I problem of the tactical
offensive and defensive. He states that, according to his information,
Colonel Hubert, of the Swiss Army, recently addressed a copy of a brochure to the President of the Swiss Confederation, which the former is
publishing in Paris under the title, " The Prbent War," but this copy
did not reach the Chief Magistrate of the Helvetic Republic. Colonel
Hubert's work deals with the strategy an1 tactics of the first eight
months of the War and is written with the spirit of impartiality desirable
in a neutral.
It is pointed out that the opinions of military writers
on the relative merits of the offensive and the defensive have
frequently undergone a change on the conclusion of an important campaign. The resistance offered to the British arms by the Boers led to
the defensive being considered superior to' the offensive; whilst the
success of the Japanese armies. against the Russian masses caused
opinion to swing to the opposite view.
Reference is made to General Foch's work, PrinciPes de Guerre,
and an extract therefrom is published wherein the General states,
" Improvements in firearms bring an increase of strength to the offensive, to the attack intelligently conducted;
history affords examples
of this, and a logical examination explains the reason for it." And he
proceeds, by a mathematical statement, to demonstrate the accuracy
of his views on the subject.
Colonel Hubert apparently attacks the
above-mentioned mathematical treatment of the subject and refutes
the accuracy of the General's deductions, but in order to do so ignores
the postulate on which the calculations, in the case mentioned, are
based, namely, the superiority of the numbers employed in the attack
as compared with those on the defence. In his own work, Colonel
Hubert claims that: "The absolute theory of the tactical offensive, in
all cases and at any price, has cost the French as well as the German
Army the flower of the youth in their first line troops, both in officers
and in men." That is to say, this theory has proved disastrous in the
present war. The Colonel is a firm believer in the defensive and states:
" It is not impossible, when time is available, to cover one's front with
field defences on a front of 100 leagues (i.e. 250 miles) as promptly as
did Wellington formerly on a front extelilding over 10 leagues only.
I t is this circumstance which throws light on the singular characteristics
developed in the present war since last au~umn."
The defensive has at the present hour become so powerful that pronounced salients are to be found in relation to the fronts occupied by
dne belligerent and the other; salients wh'ich are practically enveloped
by the enemy's artillery and machine-guns,. and these engines of warfare,
in spite of their power for destruction, do not manage to wipe out the
troops in the salients or cause them to surrender: such are the positions
familiarly known as the" Wart" of Dixmude; the" Knob" of Arras;
the" Hernia" of St. Mihiel. To the great wonderment, not only of
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the non-expert but of the expert also,Rhe~ms, an open city, Soissons,
~ small to~n without importance, r~main ~mpregnabh: in spite ~f the
mcessant ram of shot and shell poun,! on t~em by the (yerman artIllery.
Colonel Hubert's opinions bring t mind Jthe discussion contained in
General Percin's work, Le Combat, l which the General examines the
same question under. the title" Offel1)r'SiVe
oU:Defensive," with such great
impartiality as to leave the reader in dou~t as to the side to which
he inclines. The Colonel's view seems to be that the Germans have
made a mistake in following up theit strate~ic offensive with a tactical
offensive, instead of resorting to the Itactica~ defensive after their preliminary successes. Accepting this as, a basis for a further examination
of the subject, he concludes that, in prder t~ obtain success, it is necessary that centraliza~ion of commanlf shou~d cease; concentration of
authority, although· good for a war of m~nceuvre, is not, he thinks,
desirable in a war of immobility.
,
General Percin holds that the adpption iby the Frency Army, just
prior to 1870, of the doctrine, "with the inew arms of the day, the
advantage has gone over to the de~ensive
proved fatal to it. The
General points out that "The defeI!1sive is a form of combat which,
even where the intention clearly exipts to rssume the offensive, must
often be resorted to without choice
This Iwill not be the" defensive
generalisee," admissible only to a si e which is notoriously inferior in
material and moral forces; in sue. casesl it will be the "defensive
localisee" which will be assumed a]<Imgcertain portions of the front,
permitting troops to be economized. for ai vigorous attack at other
portions of the line of battle.
It will not be a def~nsive assumed9Y choiqe or one long premeditated,
bu,t rather " a defensive imposed b! force '.of circumstances on some
fraction of an army which is not in a P(1sition t~ deliver an attack.
...
The .defensive ~s not an inferi~r forn~!of c0n1bat, reserved for troops. of
medIOcre qualIty and for chIefs oj: weak 'Icharacter.
The defenSIve
demands, on the contrary, energetic ¢hiefs apd trained troops."
To sum up, General Percin reHcts in!, princiPle the "defensive
generalisee," in order to advocate al~ne tM " defensive localisee."
In
the present war, it is the" defensive 'feneralisee " which has established
itself on the western front.
,
Portugal.-A
special corresponde:qt poi9ts out that international
questions are the order of the day, ard the,.,.wOrldis so disturbed that
even the most peacefully minded nttion dpes not know whether, at
any moment, it may not be called u]~on to ~nter into the great conflict
of arms now in prowess.
The Spallish Pr¢ss appears to have added
fuel to the flames by reviving a disctjlssion qn the classic theme of the
absorption of Portugal into Spain by force d arms, just at a time when
the latter country had summoned a !contingent of 30,000 men to the
COlO.
urs and recalled i.OEurope a conSJ'!derabl~
...portion of its army which
had been operating in Morocco. It s stat~d that history has shown
ho1" grave a mistake was made by pain ilb.1580, when she annexed
Portugal and exercised a violent anU arbi~rary domination over the
country;
during her reign of 60 yea~s, she ~id not succeed in making
Portugal a Spanish province. The cQrrespo1J1dentcontinues: "We do
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not constitute an artificial nationality;
there is not, in Europe, another
people amongst whom the idea of ' la. patrie' is more highly developed.
Our race, geography, history, religion, jurisprudence, all these form a
characteristic unite morale amongst n,ations.;: these qualities, moreover,
. have grown up by a process of spont,aneou:5' evolution. It is this unite
which we possess and that distinguishes tis so markedly from other
peoples; that is the reason that our race cannot be blended with other
races nor even assimiJated by them.
We have confidence and
do not fear, for the moment, the phantom of the' Spanish peril '."
The almost unanimous insistence of.the Spanish Press on the exchange
of diplomatic notes between the two countries made it necessary for the
Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affa~rs to make formal and categorical
declarations on the subject; these <jleclarations dissipated the doubts
existing in the minds of the Portuguese people and public confidence
wasagain restored.
Meanwhile, the friends of Portugal in Spain and a
certain section of the Press in the latter country immediately entered the
lists in defence of Portugal.
The Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs
himself intervened and declared, inter alia:
"The events of which
Portugal is the theatre and the questions which affect that country
cannot leave Spain indifferent.
Spain has herself considerable
interests in the maintenance of peace in Portugal and in the prosperity
of that country;
the Spanish Government, above all things, must
adopt measures to destroy the ridiculous fairy-tales attributing to her
hostile intentions or ambitious designs ag'l-inst her neighbour."
The
opinion is expressed that the propaganda referred to as the" Union
iberique," is the ambitious and chimerical dream of certain light-hearted
politicians and does not constitute a national aspiration in Spain. The
existence of the Portuguese Republic neither inconveniences nor menaces
her neighbour, similarly Spain neither incommodes nor threatens
Portugal.
No. 6.-June, 1915.
INDEPENDENCE

AND NEUTRALITY.

Le Devoir Suisse.
This article is headed by an extract from Pictet de Rochemont's
De la Neutralite de la Suisse da1ts l'Interet del'Europe, published in 1821,
in which he has some words of advice to offer on the subject of Swiss
neutrality;
in this extract, inter alia, the statement occurs: "It is
necessary in order that this neutrality may be real, effective and firm
that there should never be any secret influence in the
Republic's councils of a nature, to give rise to a suspicion of
partiality
or to disquietude
regarding its consequences, at the
supreme moment when this neutrality is put to the test.
The true
policy for Switzerland to adopt consists in serving, turn about, as
a shield for its neighbours, in cultivatin,g their good will so long
as this does not involve loss to its dignity."
The writer of this
article, taking the extract as a text, deals with the division of opinion
in Switzerland on the question of the War. He frankly admits that he
holds views in opposition to those held by the French-Swiss and their
representatives, nevertheless, having been qffered the hospitality of the
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columns of the Revue, he takes advantag~ of the offer, since he considers it a privilege to defend unpopu~ar ideals. He expresses the opinion
that, in the French regions of Swit~erlancJj, some are going too far in
their partizan attitude on the subjedt of R~ght and of Justice, however
necessary and justified it may have! been ~t the beginning of the War
to have taken up a stand against the! Germ1n peril. If care is not taken
to curb this partizanship, he fancie$ that, under the pretext of being
neither Prussian nor, for the matter of t~at Bernese, some there are
who run the risk of gently sliding 40wn a: slope until they find themselves, without warning, not eve~ Swi~~; the conduct of these
partizans, it is feared, will lead the~ into ispoiling a good cause. The
writer points out, in his article, th~t in t~e years from 1798 to 1814,
the schism in Switzerland was lllIuch wBer than that existing at
present;
but time passed, history: sat id judgment and justice was
done to the grand patriots on bot~ sidesi These patriots may have
been divided in ideas, by sympathV, age,: even, by their acts: what
mattered that if, after all, they rer~lained lone at heart.
Reference is made to the founding {Ifthe ,,!Nouvelle Societe H elvetique "
in January, 1912, and to the circulari issued !at the same time. Extracts
are given from the circular; it dealt with th~ internal dangers of Switzerland and drew attention to the seridus intEjrnational situation, pointing
out that the outbreak of a Europea~ confl~gration was imminent, there
being 99 chances to 100 that Swit~erland imight be involved.
It was
asked whether the country was readv to fade the crisis; what wa~ to be
its attitude, surrounded as it wouldl be by I belligerent nations?
What
was to be done, whose advice was ~o be li~tened to?
It was pointed
out in the circular that, in practice, the Swiss might find it difficult
to act in conformity with the duty lmpose<!lby the juridical position of
Switzerland as a neutral state.
!t was! recognized that neither a
perfect organization, nor a strong aJrmy, npr excellent institutions were
in themselves sufficient, but that behind ~he army that fights, behind
the authorities who direct, there is wanted the esprit publique capable
of inspiring and sustaining them both. TJ·e development of a patriotic
sentiment was required which wou~d lea the people in the hour of
danger to say: "We desire to rem~in Swiss, we and our descendants."
The" Nouvelle Societe Helvetique" ihad btit one object, namely, "to
strive, by the union of the Swiss, iParticujlarly in matters tending to
divide them, for the maintenance bf the idignity and the security of
the country."
In performing this task tj:J.eSociete afforded, at least,
an example of the ~'devoir Suisse";
in th~ case of the individual what
is wanted to attain the same end is; " une !attitude personnelle."
The " devoir Suisse" should con~ist, in Ipractice, of a series of small
precise daily duties; these may, in !appear~nce, be wanting in heroism,
but they demand virtues which a1l"erare,! such as stoicism, prudence,
tenacity, etc. The present War carqe as a $urprise to the great majority
of the Swiss. The scenes of July, 1~I4, ard described; the mobilization
of the army; the flight of the touris~.s; the panic of the civil population;
the terror of an invasion.
The o~der auld quietness with which the
Swiss Army was mobilizedreassuredi the puplic. Everyone later became
patriot and militarist and only insi1sted ori the right to fight against a
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possible invader, whoever he might be. Thi$ was the second stage:
the period of nationalisme exaltee.
The danger of an invasion had
apparently passed away;
Switzerland was then forgotten, but the
interest in the belligerents remained.
IAll feat having been dissipated,
some began to take sides and allowed 'themsdlves to be dominated by
their sympathies, their affinities of language Or of race. Suddenly the
command was heard: Be neutral.
On this there followed the third
stage. a weakening of national sentiment and divisions of public opinion.
It is stated that at one time these divisions .of opinion had grown to
such dimensions in Switzerland that many staunch patriots became
seriously alarmed.
Excesses gave birth to a reaction and many
commenced to work in the cause of national union. Thanks to these
efforts a sincere and durable rapprochement between the Germanic and
Latin parties of Switzerland took place. National duties, such as those
inaugurated by the" Nouvelle Societe Helvetique," reawakened the Swiss
spirit, whilst international enterprises such as Red Cross work toned
down hatred, strengthened the European spirit, the sense of justice
and of humanity.
Thus it was that the fourth stage was reached:
that of the " reaction salutaire."
An attempt is made to discover the causes profondes of what has
passed. It is pointed out that war exalts man's caprices; it develops
heroism, but it obscures the intelligence, unchains passions and the
primitive instincts of man. It was natural then that the violation of
Belgian neutrality should have caused a wave of indignation and reprobation to pass through Switzerland;
indifference in face of the facts
brought to light would have been blameworthy.
It is stated that the first lesson the War has taught the Swiss is the
fact that they are still dominated by foreign influences, and that they
are still lacking in an oPinion publique, an opinion guided by the sole
• principle:
the general and paramount interest of the Fatherland.
It
is recognized that public opinion will, as a rule, only form round some
central idea; in the case of the Swiss it should be-the idea of Switzerland itself, its independence, its neutrality.
Owing to defects in the
national system of education this idea is to many Swiss, vague and
obscure. It is asserted that never has more tomfoolery been talked
on the subject of neutrality than has been the case, in Switzerland since
the beginning of the War. The majority of the people are ignorant of
what it consists, and, above all, of their duties in relation thereto.
So
much so indeed is this the case that, after the neutrality of Belgium and
the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg had been violated, there were many
Swiss who persuaded themselves that these facts in themselves afforded
an efficient and formal guarantee that the independence of Switzerland,
at all events, was thereby secured. The first reason given why Switzerland should remain neutral is that a duty is imposed upon her to remain
true to her word and to show respect for the obligations entered into
by her with the European Powers. The writer of' the article argues
that a Swiss individually violates the neutrality of his country each
time he shows, either by act, word, or deed, direct hostility towards
one of the belligerent powers in any openly public manner, or when his
conduct in any way provokes a hostile incident.
He does not agree
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that in a democracy, such as that und~r which the Swiss live, neutrality
can be looked upon solely as a poli~ical attitude of the State. It is
not possible, he thinks, to separate th6 indivldual from the State; eveu
were this possible, it would, in his ~pinion~ be dangerous to attempt
such a separation.
The second reas~n give~ why Switzerland should
remain neutral is that the national i terest i demands the adoption of
this cour~e.. T~ere is still a third re~s n whyiSwitzerland should remain
neutral, It IS dIctated by the espnt onjMetal;
each member of the
Coufederation has a duty to fulfil towards the other members of the
Republic, the'duty of forbearance.
'fhe writer of the article expresses
the opinion that it is the duty of thos~ living under the Federal banner
to treat the German-Swiss as the elde$t son qf the family. It is to this
section of the commuuity that Switze~land o1Vesher separate existence,
this section it is which has founded th~ natiop.
I

AN

OLD ARTICLE.

An anonymous article appeared in t~e Rev~e for May, 1902, in which
an attempt was made to study the p~obable, features of the next great
war. At that time, people's thoughts wer~ preoccupied with certain
conceptions which differed so widely iwith tbe views expressed in the
article referred to, that the maj oritr· of rEjaders failed to grasp the
autpor's meaning.
The Temps has un arthed! the article in question and
republished it with comments, in its iss. e of 7th April last. The identity
of the author has also now been disclostd; hel is none other than Colonel
Mayer, of the French Artillery, now :i~ comnbnd of one of the Sectors
of Paris. His ideas were in flagrant oppositi1n to the dogmas of official
orthodoxy, to the teaching of the" lJrole Suterieure de Guerre," to the
views held at the" Centres des hautes ftudes t#ilitaires," to the accepted
doctrines of the General Staff, both in'Franc~. as well as out of it. The
Colonel first published his ideas in the "B~bliotheque Universelle" of
February, 1891, under the title" EvoYution 4e la Tactique";
there he
examined the developments likely to <j.risefrc}m the increase in rapidity
of fire of the weapons in the soldiers' 'hands ~nd from the introduction
of smokeiess powder.
He wrote for! the iJformation of the general
public and pronounced himself clea:r~y oppbsed to the views of the
theoreticians who argued exclusively tn favopr of the offensive. "Let
us not give our support," he wrote" "to ~hose who claim that the
offensive has lost nothing of its value.',' He ~eclared that the defensive
was not, as some had said, " an attit~de of jwhich the whole strength
resided in purely negative advantage~.
It, pad a virtue of its own."
The Colonel foresaw that battles woul(~ no lon1er be fought, as a rule, on
the open ground hitherto sought after,:but th t armies would henceforth
progress "craftily
in broken country, ada ting in field warfare the
practices of street fighting."
He ex]~ressed !the opinion that preparations for the new methods of war shoul'd be ta~en in hand " by a general
reorganization of the army, by a differfnt dis~ribution of the combat~nt
arms, by a complete remodelling of tlhe we3jpons of war, by a radIcal
transformation in the methods of comJinand e~ployed up to the present
day";
he contri~uted many articles t:o the dlaily papers and to periodicals on the foregomg matters.
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The article referred to above was closed with the following warning:
" Let us learn to be content with these vague indications.
The Sibyl
herself, if questioned regarding these disturbing secrets of the future,
could reply in none but unintelligiBle wor~s; her fragmentary dicta
w<Duld alone convey ominous thre~ts.
A. presentiment exists that
something terrible is brewing and stj.re knoM'ledge there is, alas! that
the key to this enigma will alone be found. in the blood of numerous
victims."
This article remained unnoticed.
Colonel Mayer returned
to the charge in the number of the Bibliotheque UniverseUe for April,
1902, with an article entitled"
Le Combat £tans la Guerre Moderne."
Subsequently, he decided to appeal to the members of his own profession and prepared an article for the Revue, taking advantage of a
situation which had, at that date, risen in France owing to the publication of certain propositions by General de Negrier in the Revue des
Deux Mondes, which had created a considerable stir in military circles.
He wrote an article entitled" Quelques idees franraises sur la guerre de
l' A venir," in which he associated his own revolutionary ideas with the
vi~ws published by General Negrier in his contribution to the Revue des
Deux Mondes.
The Colonel called attention in his article to the fact
that the French Army continued " to proclaim the superiority of the
offensive" and" to rely on the moral effect of the bayonet charge" ;
he continued, " By the side of this doctrine which contains the official
articles of faith, there is yet another doctrine now about to see the
light of day. In the processes of th.e new war., it is prophesied, new
formations will be utilized, ancient dogmas will be cast aside." A
description is given by the Colonel of the plan of attack formulated by
General Negrier, the characteristics of which consisted in the suppression
of reserves, the disposition of troops in successive lines I league (about
2t miles) in rear of one another, so t,hat no risk might be run of blows
aimed at the first line reaching the'lines ip. rear; . the General's idea
being that a succession of waves of attack would roll on irresistibly
against some one selected rock of defence, there either to break up
themselves, or to pulverize and consume the rock. But in reproducing
the General's plan, Colonel Mayer left no doubt in the minds of his
readers that, in his opinion, it was highly improbable an attack could
renew itself, in the manner indicated, against an opponent on the defensive in well-prepared positions.
He stated definitely that, once the front
of the attack had come into collision with the defences, trench warfare
would, by the force of circumstances, have to be substituted for the
war of manceuvres.
Further developing his views, the Colonel gave a
very realistic picture of the battle of the future; he spoke of the possibility of the use of torpedo-like shells, of the dropping of bombs by
aircraft and the employment of new methods in war, hitherto unheard
of, which, on account of their unknown origin, would produce bewilderment and surprise.
The resemblance of the field warfare of the future
to the siege warfare of the past was, in the, author's opinion, likely to
be very close indeed. His views can be summed up in the following
terms :-The
war of the future will consist of a "combat defensif"
which will drag its painful course with alternations of very localized
successes and very partial reverses, without producing any decisive
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results where the fighting is of a purely de~ensive character.
So far as
other troops, which may be availabile, are I concerned they can best be
employed in some other region, as far away: as possible from this theatre
of defensive warfare, where they sh!:mld a*empt, by their boldness, to
shake the morale of the higher comt;and. iln the article of May, 1902,
th e opinion is expressed that the 0: posingi.armies would remain facing
one another in their respective po itions ~or an indefinite time; the
operations of war would not cause the raibng of the blockade unless,
in.deed, the diminution of supplies Cfused~' e side or the other to yield.
I t would be circumstances of an ext rnal n ture, such as the exhaustion
of financial resources, of the gene:r I poli jcal situation, which would
terminate the War and even then this
QuId happen without either
belligerent having &ained any mar]~ed ad lantage or having met with
any decisive defeats. Nevertheless" it w~ll still remain necessary to
show foresight, calmness, boldness,: and the true offensive spirit even
on the defensive.
More than eveJI befor~ must the troops, the' staff,
the higher command and the civp pop?lation put forth all their
energy. Still more than ever be~ore w~l it be necessary for the
generalissimo
and those under ~is cOiffimand to possess expert
professional knowledge and experie]~ce.
I
NOTES

NEWS.

MilD

Switzerland.-It
is pointed out th~t, by degrees, the confusion which
has existed in Swiss minds on many pubj ect~ is at last being cleared up :
the confusion between neutrality, and ~overeignty;
the confusion
between international policy and thE!policy! of conquest; the confusion
between military and civil power; • the confusion between a state of
peace and that of war. It is state4 that the consequence of so much
confusion has been to render more and mbre difficult the task of the
Federal Council; the breach betweed th'e cit~zens of German and those of
French sympathies has added to thlb diffict!1ltiesof the situation.
It is
urged that the situation cannot beco/.11egrate if the Central Government
will only take advantage of the resou~ces of the federative system: what
is wanted is closer contact between tlj.e citizdms and the Cantonal authorities and less interference by the bur~aucracf'
Regret i,s expressed that
the equilibrium previously existing ~n the ederal Council between the
two most important Swiss Cominuni~ies wa disturbed just prior to the
outbreak of the present War. Tur~ing to! another question, it is considered to have been a serious mist~ke to Ihave placed the censorship,
in peace time, under the military :ftuthori~ies, as this has caused the
army chiefs to be reached by publi¢ critici~m; it is felt that it is not
too late, even now, to place the cen~orship iin civilian hands.
,

'

'

I

INFORMATION,

Switzerland.-The
new grey-greem. uniform adopted for the Swiss
Army is described.,
I
This number concludes with a bibliogra]>hy of literature of interest
in military circles.
'
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THE SUPPLEMENT.
"The European War" (continued from t~e R.E. JOURNAL, June,
1915).--The third part of the Supple'llJent on " The European War" is
published with the April number of thEeRevue. The opening paragraphs
relating to " The Battle of the Aisne " 'appeared in the second part of
the SupPlement;
the account, of this battle is continued in the third
part and is dealt with under four subheads.
The first of these subheads
is entitled" The Commencement of the Battle in the Light of German
Telegrams."
The situation, from the German standpoint, during the
opening phases of this battle is disclosed in three telegrams dated 14th,
15th and 16th September, 1914; these telegrams announce that the
engagement, which commenced on the German right wing on the 13th
idem, had extended eastward until it had involved the German troops
in the neighbourhood of Verdun. Attention is drawn in the Supplement
to the fact that all references to the Battle of the Marne had been slurred
over in the earlier German communiques a:q.d that a lacuna existed in
the series of German war telegrams (i.e. coyering the period 3rd-14th
September). In a German telegram of the 1qth September, it is claimed
that French attacks had been rep1llised and that German counterattacks had been crowned with success. On the following day, a German
official telegram gave hopes of victory; it said, " Between the Oise and
the Meuse, the battle still continues but there are indications which
lead to the conclusion that the resistance of the enemy is weakening.
On our extreme right the enemy has attempted to break through our
lin,es. This attempt, although carried out with considerable enterprise
and great bravery, has finally broken itself, spontaneously, and without
any pronounced effort being made on the part of our troops. The German centre gains ground slowly but s1llrely. French sorties from Verdun,
on the right bank ofthe Meuse, have been easily repulsed." In publishing
the foregoing official telegram (sent to the Press on the 18th September)
Wolff's Bureau added the following non-official postscriPtum :-" The
Great General Staff has good grounds for expecting that decisive results
will follow to-day from the battle."
Before midday 011 the 18th September, and in continuation of the
information of the previous evening, the German Great General Staff
announced the" decisive" defeat ot the 13th and 14th French Corps
and parts of another division south of Noyon (the French Headquarters
immediately contradicted this report).
In spite ofthe success claimed,
the German hopes of the previous evening were not realized. On the
21st September, the seizure by German troops of the fortified heights
of Craonne and the reoccupation of Beth~ny, near Rheims, were announced. The text of the Germam telegrams sent out between the
19th and 28th September appear in the SupPlement.
The general
impression created by the accounts contained in these German telegrams
is that a battle of moderate- dimensions, confined mainly to the German
right wing, had taken place, but that, in spite of the claim of " decisive"
results having been obtained, things were. really stationary.
Further,
apart from the successes claimed for the German attacks at Noyon and
Betheny, the battle is described as having been due to the initiative of
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the Anglo-French troops. Th~ seconfi subh~ad is entitled" The Commencement of the Battle in the Light of i French Telegrams."
The
French accounts give more details than dO;the German. The fact is
the German Press found itself in a fMse po¥tion;
it had somehow to
reconcile a defensive-offensive situation wi~h one preceding it, which
had been out and out offensive, and ~o suffi¢ient excuse existe9. for the
omission to refer to the transition ph~se. 1jhe French Press was more
at its ease; after the Anglo-French ~,l)ccessQmthe Marne, it had drawn
attention to the fact that, during tlie Genian retirement, the enemy
had offered resistance to the Allied Icolum~s in pursuit.
It had also
announced that a new battle was it progress and had given a clear
account of the same. Further, the. rench beneral Staff was also free
from the embarrassrrient probably ex erienc~d by the German General
Staff, owing to the equ.ivocal nature of I he latter's account published with
regard to the fight on the Marne. Th:e Germjan check on the Marne had
probably been held to be a temporary accident, unfortunate certainly,
but easily reparable.
The text of tihe cOn)munique of the 15th September, explaining the situation at .~oyon, ISoissons, and to the north
of Verdun is given, as also the text of thj; French telegrams, dated
17th, 18th, 20th and 21st Septemb¢r, whi~h describe the succeeding
tactical phases of the battle; these te~egram~ show the generai character
of the fluctuating events of the engalj;"ementiwhich continued up to the
end of this month.
A comparison of [the acdounts given in the two sets
of telegrams, the German and the' Frenc~, appears to disclose the
progress of two different battles, so 4lissimil~r are these two accounts.
The German version 'tells first of an <l>ffensivle
which throws the enemy
on his defence, then the latter, in spite of Uie difficulties of the attack,
resumes his offensive efforts; howeve~, the A~lied forces are broken up on
coming into collision with the Gendan ar~ies which had eventually
assumed an attitude, more or less, of a ~efensive character; the French account speaks first of an offensive also, 'but adtnits thatthe defensive was
assumed, between the 18th and 24th September, in face of the enemy's
activity whose attacks were renewed, time aqd again, without cessation.
A communique of the 24th September' is pubtished in which the features
of the fighting on the Marne and the Aisne he bri,efly compared.
The
third subhead is entitled "The TwoOfficia~ Versions." It is pointed
out that, of the two accounts, the French '!Vasthe one least likely to
throw dust in the eyes of the public~ The iFrench account leaves the
door open to the announcement of ~ succe$S, but makes it clear that
patience is required and that the rea~zationl of the hopes awakened by
the victory of the Marne must be p~stpon~d. Full credit is given to
the enemy for his vitality, and no doulbt wha~ever is left that the enemy
is far from being destroyed yet. It IS furtUer pointed out t}1at in the
fighting on the Aisne there were not st> few ~uctuations along the battle
front as the German version would lead on~ to suppose. Attention is
called to the doctrines relating to the Uefensive laid down in the German
regulations and to the fact that thr Frenich version of the fighting
represents the progress of events as Ihaving more closely followed the
teachings contained in these German ~egulat~ons than does the German
version. Again, it cannot be believedl that, ih the middle of September,
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1914, after only six weeks of hostilities, the German higher command
had renounced its intention to destroy the forces of their opponents,
the very objective of its strategy;
the more so, in view of the general
situation which required t'hat France should be disposed of early, so as
to free the German hosts for the campaign in the east. These two
motives, added to the principles laid down in the official military doctrine, lead to the conclusion that counter-attacks in force were resorted
to as the surest means of reaching the desired goal. The earlier German
communiques themselves lend truth to this view; they give rise to the
hope, if not the conviction, of Headquarters that victory was in sight,
on the fifth day after the assumption of the defensive. Everything, even
the German version, leads one to the conclusion that the French version
most accurately represents the true situation in relation to the events
on the Aisne. The fourth subhead is entitled" The Amplified German
Version."
In it attention is drawn to an official note published in the
Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, the 0bject of which was to calm the
public mind, in view of the disquietude created by information from
foreign sources. The note hinted that the public had become spoilt
owing to the surprising progress made by German arms in the first
days of the war. The Great General Staff,. it claimed, had not, like
the non-combatants,
committed the serious fault of underestimating
the value of the French Army. Under this subhead, an examination is
made of the notices relating to the War published by the German Press,
and the conclusion is arrived at that these notices provide fresh evidence of the truly scientific nature of the organization created in Germany for the manufacture of equivocal accounts of the doings of the
German Army. Several of the German communiques are published in
this part of the Supplement.
In communiques dated 16th September,
information is given connecting up the events on the Aisne with those
on the Marne. It is claimed therein that two German Army Corps
had crushed five French Divisions; the Anglo-French forces had been
pushed back across the Marne on to Paris, etc. Other telegrams dated
18th and 21st September are also reprinted.
The story now told causes
the progress of events on the Aisne to fit in with the German doctrine
of war, and the lacuna in the series of despatches, that between the 3rd
and 14th September, is filled in. The public are told to have patience; not
to believe the lies being published abroad;
to have confidence in their
leaders who, it is claimed, are telling the truth.
This amplified version
produced the desired effect, the public was completely reassured; more
than that, they felt that so far as France was conc~rned her game was
up; and at the beginning of October, the belief was very prevalent that
the French Army was completely out of acption. The later German
version clears up the contradictions in the French and German official
telegrams despatched since the 22nd September.
In the case of the
telegrams of the former, whilst lulls in the fighting were referred to, it
was stated that a battle was in full progress, with" German attacks of
unheard-of fury";
the telegrams of the latter, on the other hand, spoke
of the engagement as being finished ahd of a victory already won. It
was alone required to complete the success so far obtained.
Under the title of" The Episode of Saint Mihiel," an account is given
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of the capture, on the 25th Septemper, ofithe "Camp des Romains"
by the Germans.
In view of the n:lLagnitu~e of the operations on the
western front, this development can put be ¢onsidered to be an incident
of minor importance.
The Germad Gener,~J Staff, having determined
to force a passage through the Fr¢nch li*e in the neighbourhhod of
St. Mihiel and thus to reach the Meuse,! brought up a considerable
artillery force under cover of which i they ~ade themselves masters, on
the 21st September, of the foothills I at Vigj1leulles-Ies-Hattonchatel and
at Creue. On the 25th September,i the G~rmans effected a breach in
the northern rampart of de Riviere'f line, 1aptured the " fort du Camp
des Romains " and,established ther~selves ~t Chauvoncourt, on the left
bank of the Meuse. The French deli~ered a tvigorous counter-attack from
Toul, this arrested the German offe*sive t~wards the west at this point
and later caused the Germans to retire; ~ithin a few weeks the latter
were back again on the right bank ofithe M~use. The official accounts of
this affair are set out in the Supplement.
:j3oth the French version and
the German one, relating to the Sa,~nt Mih~el episode, are symptomatic
of the methods of the press servibes of Ithe two countri¢s.
On the
]french side, the main lines of the lincide* are precisely indicated, as
also the results obtained, but so fiar as ~he partial reverses are concerned immediate news of which ~ight ,create a disquietude out of
proportion to the true significance pf the ¢vent, references to them are
postponed to a more opportune foccasioin. Further, silence on the
subject of the capture of "Cam]~ des R.omains" is maintained for
another reason; the French publi¢ had <}ttached, in recen.t times, an
exa:ggerated importance to fortifications, per se; therefore, it might have
proved prejudicial to publish complete dqtails of the German success.
On the German side, system demarj.ds that no references shall be made
to anything in the nature of a rev:erse and that, even in dealing with
successes, care must be taken to suspen~ references to a success by
switching off on to some side tr:3jck wh¢re the end desired has not
been fully attained.
An examination into" The Oper~tions or the Somme " is commenced
in this part of the Supplement.
lt is p~inted out that it was early
recognized by the French General iStaff ~hat the direct attack on the
Aisne front could hardly be brouglp..1 t to a ,.i,successfulissue u.' nless it was
accompanied by a flank attack similar to that which was largely responsible for the victory on the ]~arne. r However, the Anglo-French
left now no longer rested on an entlienchedl camp and, since a movement
directed with the o~ject of envelo]*ng th~ enemy's wing W1asan operation strongly advocated in the prilnciples! of war accepted officially in
Germany, it was to be expected that the ~nemy would be on his guard
against an attempt of this nature apd wo~ld seek to meet it by a return
to the offensive. These two concqrdant 1jnotives prompted the French
General Staff to extend its offensive along I the west of the Oise, in order
to be prepared against any coun~er-stro~e the enemy might be contemplating.
The French telegran* early I betray the preoccupations of
the French General Staff. The I~ermanl telegrams, as usual, are less
prompt to disclose what is passing iJilthe m~nds of the Great General Staff
and are much less explicit in the sta~ement~ issued for public information.
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The mana:uvre on the Somme marks the ¢nd of the Battle of the
Aisne. French troops slipped away from their right towards their
left, behind a curtain formed by the corps extended along the Aisne
front, and prolonged the line of batt~e tow<l,rds the north as far as
Flanders, and an Anglo-French "crochet offensive"
faced a German
" crochet defensif."
The French version of these operations is next examined.
The first precise mention of an engagement, in force, on the right bank
of the Oise is contained in a telegram dated 19th September; in telegrams
of sabsequent dates, the events taking place in this region are duly
chronicled.
On the 23rd September, a French telegram announced
" Between the Somme and the Oise, our troops have progressed in the
direction of Roye. A detachment has pccupied Peronne and has maintained itself against fierce attacks of the ene1TIY'" On the 26th September, it is admitted that the French troops had to give way before
superior forces of the enemy. A second telegram of the same date
announces that a very violent battle is still ra.ging between the Somme
and the Oise; the Germans have been pushed back, followed by the
French who have made progress, extending their front to the north of
the Somme. On the 27th and 28th September, a lull in the fighting is
reported to have taken place, to be followed on the 29th September by
German attacks to the north as well as to the south of the Somme, by
night as well as by day. The Germans have been repulsed but the
engagement continues to develop northwards.
During this period the
Genp.an telegrams were almost silent on the subject 0.£ these operations.
A German telegram of the 26th Septemberj inter alia, spoke of an
" eccentric" attack and the repulse of a French division near Bapaume ;
the French Press made no reference to this. The affair at Bapaume
formed a part of the general operations on theSomme, but the Germans
could not refer to this fact, without 'making the admission that the
fighting was becoming further removed froIp Paris;
they had once
more to make a choice between announcing what, on the one hand, was
of advantage, namely, a partial success, and wh:at, on the other hand, was
an inconvenient piece of news to be hidden away, namely, a failure.
Therefore, the affair of Bapaume was treated as an isolated episode.
During the early days of October, a change in the character of the
struggle is notified, the effort on the $omme front had become more
strenuous;
that on the Aisne front had slackened.
The French communiques create the impression that an adversary has to be dealt with
whose efforts are becoming more strenuous.
The orientation of the
line of battle is also changing. Telegrams which disclose the progress
of events, day by day, between 5th and 12th October, along the S.omme
front are reprinted in the Supplement.
They show that from the date
last mentioned, the battle has crystallized on ~he Somme front, as it did
10 days earlier on the Aisne front; it has transformed itself into trench
warfare.
This part of the SupPlement contains the opening paragraphs
of the German version of the operations, the:)subj ect being continued
in the fourth part of the Supplement.
The German version is colourless as compared to the French.
Less
use ,is made of the auxiliary means ~mployed on previous occasions.
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What information is available is aU cont<jtined in the communiques of
the Great General Staff, and that lis littl~ enough. Since it had been
announced that the elan of the A~glo-Fr¢nch armies had been broken
at the Battle of th.e Aisne, it wou~ never. have done to have credited
the enemy with renewed activity, nvolvilllg a new deployment in very
considerable strength.
This prob bly e~plains why the curtain was
drawn to obscure the great count r-offe~sive of the 25th-27th
September.
It is now known that tfe gre~ter part of the VI. German
Army had been transferred from Lorraine to the right wing, the decisive
part of the front, to execute this llttack. I But the Press was rendered
mute on account of its p.ast and co Id not Irefer to the operations on the
Somme as being in the nature of a attac~ in force. The communique
of the 26th Septemberc1aims that
spirit~d attack of the Anglo-French
forces on the German right wing haU been Isuccessfully repulsed.
Then,
except for the affair at Bapaume, tfue situ~tion did not appear to change
sensibly till the 30th September.
IOn th~ date last mentioned, it was
announced that the enemy's troops ad appeared to the north and south
of Albert.
As in the case of the Jffair at Bapaume, it is stated, that
the Allies were in superior force t<}the Gjermans; however, they were
compelled to retire with heavy lo~s. E~cept as regards details, the
main facts brought out in the Gertnan aqcount correspond with those
contained in the French version. i On t~e date last mentioned, it is
announced that the heights of Ro:0e and Fresnby have been captured.
A private telegram explains that this oc<lurred during an attempt on
the part of the French to envelop the G~rman wing. A communique
of the 2nd October confirmed that' the geperal character of the operations was as indicated in the abov!e-ment~oned private telegram;
the
French had renewed their attempt$ at enhlopment
and Germans had
countered this move; on this day lit was lalso announced that some of
the Antwerp forts had been take:d and !ermonde occupied.
On the
4th October, it is made known tMt the Jl:>attleon the right wing was
progressing successfully.
On the (/)th October, a Berlin telegram announced the extension of the front towar~s the north with the object
of enveloping the French left. Similar ilnformation was contained in
the communiques issued on the 7t~, 8th <itndnth October.
The text
of telegrams issued from the 3rd to the 12~h October are republished in
extenso in the SupPlement;
these telegr~ms contain announcements
relating to important German and Austrjan successes in the western
and the eastern theatres of war, and therefbre the brief references to the
fighting on the Somme, being so tb speaJi;: in parenthesis, are almost
obscured by the more important aJ).d imp*essive news.
The discussion of these operatiorls is cotJ-c1udedin the Supplement in
a section entitled" The Recapitulation of the Battle."
It]S considered
that it would be useful, before step~ are tafen to compare the telegrams
from the two sources and also cdrtain other information which has
come to light subsequently, briefly ,to enql.Iire into the theoretical considerations involved.
The probler to be!.considered is no longer that
of a " combat de recontre," as was he cas~, in August, 1914, when the
German and Anglo-French armies ':iame infO collision on the Marne, but
the attack and defence of a regionl streng~hened by field fortifications.
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The present-day doctrine, as laid down in all the regulations dealing
with tactics, is that the occupation of such a position should not be
contemplated, except as a last resourc~. The general theory is briefly
sketched out in the SupPlement; the Battle of the Aisne exemplifies
the application of this theory in actul1l practice.
The French higher
command, seeing the enemy in retreat before. the Anglo-French armies,
decided, at first, to launch a direct attack.
This attack would disclose
whether the enemy was so broken as to be incapable of making further
resi~tance, or whether it was still in a position to make a stand in some
chosen position.
Hence, the French attacks and the groping along the
front during the period, 13th-16th
j)eptember.
Evidence was soon
forthcoming that the Anglo-French armies had selected two regions for
their principal attacks, that of the Argonne towards the banks of the
Meuse, and that to the north of ComRiegne, ,where their left wing was
advancing; by degrees, it had become clear that the German army had
recovered itself and, since it was deemed to be capable cif holding on
to the position taken up by it, a flank attack was considered necessary
to force the Germans back. Consequently, French reserves were moved
to the west; these gained ground, step by step, towards the north, that
is laterally;
at the same time, the Germans continued to hold these
French troops in check and also exterded their own line towards the
north, on a front parallel to that of their opponents.
Then for a day
or two, 22nd-24th
September, the movement seemed to have come to
a halt. The French army on the Marne had put all the men then immediately available into the fighting line; to extend further would have
led to a dangerous attenuation of the troops on the front occupied.
The Germans now seemed to be on the! point of making another vigorous
thrust;
a counter-offensive was commenced by them along the whole
front and continued during 2Sth-27t):J. September;
it was particularly
aggressive on the west wing, from Lassigny to Roye and the neighbourhood of Peronne.
In the meanwhile, on the French side, troops (partially fresh) were moved into the firing line; th~y had been formed in
rear, to the west of Paris, and consisted of four Territorial divisions and
a cavalry corps. Coming from the south of Amiens, this force marched
towards the Upper Somme; before it could reach the river, it had to
meet the shock of the German counter-attack.
In its progress northwards, this French force had become too attenuated and its leading
columns gave way before the German onrush. The French co~mander,
however, had no intention of yieldil)lg; the French Territorials held
their own, fresh reinforcements were hurried up from the Aisne and
pushed still further to the north, there to obtain a decisive result.
These French reinforcements proceeded, via Amiens, to the north of the
Somme; the cavalry covering the left wing of this force reached the
Scarpe Valley. The movements of the Germans during this period is
next considered.
Hardly had they taken up their position on the Aisne,
when their counter-offensive gave some indication of their intentions.
At first, their counter-attacks were intended directly to parry the French
attacks.
Towards the 20th September, operations were undertaken by
the Germans in the neighbourhood of Verdun;
it appeared as if
an attack against the fortress itself was being prepared, any-
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way the French advanced troops in tM Woevre were driven in.
At the same time, a German cou.tJ.ter-at~ack was launched against
Noyon, on the French left. Lastly,' a viol¢nt thrust was made in the
centre, against Rheims, having for i its obJective the piercing of the
Allied line. These three counter-a*acks
failed. The Great General
Staff, being convinced, however, tha.i it wa~ on the German right front
that the serious peril for their arm:~ lay, recognized that it was there
that every effort should be copcentr~ted, a~ once, for a counter-stroke.
In haste, German army corps were quick~y transferred from left! to
right, from Lorraine to the Somme; i at the !same time, all detachments
in the north of France and Belgium ~ere recalled; it was necessary, at
all costs, to upset the barrier whic~ was tiising, and becoming longer
with each succeeding day, in front l~f the ~ortion of the German right
wing thrown back in a north and south d~rection. Then, there commenced the. great fights, the struggte for the liberation of the Aisne
front. German divisions in close col1p.mnsadvanced against the foe; a
new counter-attack carried out again~t Noytm failed; a counter-attack
in the region of Roye appeared to subceed one day (the French General
Staff admit a set-back), but on the (~ay foll~wing it failed also. There
it was that the decisive point lay; ~here t4e two French armies from
the Aisne and the Somme had alreaqy succ~eded in making a junction.
The German armies must bring aboq.t their! complete separation again,
that way lay victory.
New Germani divisiqns were now brought up, a
fresh counter-attack on a grand scal~ was llmdertaken along the whole
front, first towards Albert, then between the Ancre and the Somme,
without cessation near Roye and the, region! of Chaulnes, to the north of
Arras, to the south of Lassigny; this fi.lsofai~ed. A final hope remained.
There were still German reserves in :~elgium!. To get rid of the menace
of Antwerp, the attack on its south~rn forts was renewed; the troops
not required for this purpose were phshed douth. The fronts occupied
now extended to the north of Lille, biut the ~rincipal German effort was
still continued in the ileighbourhood i of Arr$..s and on the Oise. About
this time, day by day, the German telegra$1s begin to be pitched in a
lower and lower key: "Situation
s:atisfactory, we commence to gain
ground."
According to the point of view fro)n whiqh the situation is looked at,
the immobilization of the troops od the frpnt on the Somme may be
considered as a check either to ond or to I the other of the opponents.
The enveloping movement against ,the G~rman right by the French
brought about a weakening of the troops j3.vailable for the defence of
the Aisne, but it did 'not result in the abandqnment of this position. The
enveloping army was not in suffici~nt str~ngth to force back the enveloped wing. On the other hand, the effott of the Great General Staff
to free the German right wing from !the Fr~nch pressure and to resume
the offensive also failed in its purppse.
:aut this is not the question
which requires consideration from t~e point of view of the" manceuvre
morale," rather is it, which of the two Ge~eral Staffs can be said to
h~ve presented an account of the qperatidns which corresponds most
nearly to the actual facts of the s1tuatio*.
In the SupPlement it is
pointed out that an argument of a strateg~c nature can be invoked in
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favour of the French version; this version draws attention repeatedly
to the vigour of the enemy's attacks, whilst the German General Staff
is guilty of dissimulation wherever success vanishes from its grip. The
latter General Staff was better placed 'than that of the Western Allies
to bring about a transfer of troops from the Aisne front to the Somme.
It is ,unbelievable that it would not ha~e sought to obtain the greatest
possible advantage from this situation in order to resume the offensive.
THE BA TTLES
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The progress of events renders it necessary to commence a new
.chapter in the history of the war; it is given the general title, "The Battles
in Flanders."
In dealing with the events chronicled in this chapter
a new method of examination is adopted to expose the methods of
the " manceuvre morale."
In the case of the fighting on the Marne, the versions of the situation
given by the two belligerents haye been examined and the characteristics of these two accounts thus ascertained.
In the case of the
fighting on the Aisne and on the Sornme an appeal was made to the
accepted doctrines of warfare, specially that of the German Army, in
order to establish the standard by which to judge the situation.
In
the case of the fighting in Flanders, it is proposed to investigate events
from the point of view of the elements taken into cOl1sideration in
preparing an appreciation of the situa;tion and in relation to which, as
events have progressed, the daily official communiques issued by the
two parties have probably been framed.
By the side of these two
accounts is placed a picture of the general impressions formed by an
examination of the communiques covedng the whole period; an attempt
is tl1,1en
made to draw conclusions from a comparison of the three accounts
referred to, which conClusions it is hoped may, at least, have the merit
of being based on sound arguments.
In a section entitled" The Preliminaries relating to the Baftle of the
Yser," attention is drawn to the fact it was first learnt from private
sources that a new German army was being formed for operations in
Belgium, where it was expected to join up with the German forces
released after the capture of Antwerp.
The German telegrams had
made no allusion to the numbers of the Belgian troops captured in
Antwerp.
A suspicion arose that the Belgia;n army had escaped, and
later, it transpired that it had got away in time and had reached the
sea. The first official news relating to new operations being in contemplation was obtained from a French source; a telegram of the 5th
October announced that a large German cavalry force, followed by the
other arms, had appeared between Lille and Armentieres.
The French
cavalry was engaged for several days with this force on the banks of
the Lys, in the neighbourhood of Annentieres and further west, and it
appeared that the heads of the German columns had been pushed
towards the north-east.
Infantry eJilgagements ensued at Lille and
this town felLinto German hands on the 12th or 13th October.
On the
latter date, it was announced that the French had assumed the offensive
on the front Bethune-Hazebrouck
against the Germans reported to be
occupying the line Bailleul-Estaires-La Bassee. Further north, engage-
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ments were reported right up to Cassel. I At the same time, it was
learnt that the Allies had reached Ypres. i The only information given
by Berlin, at this date, was that Lille had been occupied. A German
telegram of the r4th October first J,teferst¢l the Belgian army, it says:
" The enemy's troops, including aipart of the Antwerp garrison, are
rapidly retreating on Ghent towanls the '!Vest, in the direction of the
coast. Our troops are in pursuit." 'i N ext ~ay, the Great General Staff
let out the truth concerning Antwerp:
"At Antwerp, we have taken
from 4,000 to 5,000 prisoners."
On the r6t~ October, a private telegram
to the Journal de Gene-ve announce(~ that t~e Belgian army had joined
up, on the left of the Anglo-French line, between Armentieres and the
North Sea.
The situation then,as disclosed onithe r61h October, stood as follows:
The Anglo-French troops had prolqnged ~he left front of the Allies
from La Bassee-Estaires-BaiIIeul and faced~he Germans wh0 had occupied LiIIe; the extreme left of th~se Alli~d troops had advanced to
Ypres;' stilI further on the left, the Blelgian *,rmy had effected a junction
with the Allies and l~ad extended the. front ~ntiI it rested on the sea; the
German army in pursuit of the Belgi;~s had Ireached Bruges and Ostend.
Private telegrams also indicated that the Ge:timanshad been considerably
reinforced by formations of the Ersa~z-resedTe, landwehr and volunteers.
I t became necessary to exercise ca1jtion i~ preparing an appreciation
of the strategic situation.
The AIIie~ procl~imed a strategic victory as
being already certain; the German n:iewspaI1ersmade a similar claim on
behalf of the Great General Staff. the suc~ession of events seemed to
indicate that the operations were abo~t to eniter on a fourth pfuase. The
first had been the " mana:uvre de lG~;
M euse\" where the Germans had
had the initiative and had pushed back tht'r enemy to a distance of
some r80 km. (about II2 miles) withiln the atter's own territory.
The
second phase had been the " mana:uv:v~ de la . arne"; the Anglo-French
armies had wrested the initiative from thei~ adversary and forced him
back over a distance of some 80 km. ~about $0 miles). The third phase
was that of the" mana:uvre de l' A is* et de Ila Somme "; the Germans
wrestled to regain the initiative in the regi~n in which they had been
thrust back, the Anglo-French put TIP a fi~ht to retain it. And now
the fourth phase was reached, the f' man~uvre des Flandres "; the
Germans, having despaired of regaij1ing t1)e initiative in the region
referred to under the preceding pha$e, stilI!,continued their efforts to
gain this end but decided to changEj the v~nue for the trial of their
prowess; they shifted it roo km. (about ~2 miles) further north, at
the sallie time sheering off towards tl1e wesU
Put shortly, the " mana:uvre de laiM euse I" was an offensive on the
part of the Germans, a defensive on thei part of the Allies;' the
" mana:uvre de la Marne" was an offensive on the part of the Allies,
a defensive on the part of the Germlms; the" mana:uvres de l' A isne
et des Flandres " consisted, jointly, iIjLan offensive on the part of the
Allies, a counter-offensive on the part of ~he Germans.
The Great
German Staff took in hand, on a big iscale, the strategy attempted on
a smaller scale from the days of the cbmmenicement of the" mana:uvre
de l' A isne."
,
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In a subsequent section entitled" The Battle of the Yser," the operations which took place between the 16th October and the 5th November
are dealt with under three separate subheads.
The first of these subheads is entitled the " First Engagements."
011 the 16th October, theAllies occupied the whole region of the Ypres up to the coast; the
Germans had, by this time, invaded Western Belgium, and had penetrated as far as line joining Ostend-Thourout-Roulers-Menin.
The
communiques issued from Bordeaux and from Berlin both on the 18th
and 19th October are republished in 'extenso: in the SupPlement and disclose the fact that the battle, properly so-called, commenced on the
17th October; at the same time, they provide evidence of a disagreement
in the accounts issued from the two camps. On the morning of the 19th
October, the German public was not yet aware of the course events had
followed during the past 48 hours. i So far as they knew Antwerp had
been captured and the German hosts were in pursuit of the Belgian
army; all else was ignored, it was, not worth mention.
The French
c0mmuniques create a p.ifferent impression; they show that important
events were in progress in the region which had formed the French left
and the German right. The problem, which the armies on the Lys had
to solve, was whether the French, who had pushed back their opponent
some 200 km. (about 124 miles) to the north of the entrenched camp of
Paris, would be obliged to retrace their steps or whether the Germans
would continue their retirement.
For many days the Great General
Staff had maintained a strict silence; it would not have done to give
any indication that far-reaching changes in the plan of campaign were
under consideration.
In order, if possible, to deceive the enemy as to
their real intentions violent and repeated attacks were made by the
Germans on the front Lassigny-Roye-Albert,
so that the Allies might
be induced to fix attention on this region and retain their forces in
strength there. However, the'latterdisco~ered
the surprise packet in
preparation for them in good time.; Since the 6th October, the cohlmuniques of the Allies had reported the presence, in the north, of large
masses of German cavalry and also indicaitions of a German offensive
move being in preparation.
At this same period, the Germans, who had
been content to observe Antwerp during the whole of September, sud·
denly decided to rid themselves of the menace which ,the retention of
this fortress in the enemy's hands 'created. Active steps were taken on
the 28th September to reduce Antwerp.
The Allies, having come to
the conclusion that, in spite of the desultory attacks continued by the
Germans, the Battle of the Aisne had been won, took steps on the 6th
0ctober to prepare a counter-manocuvre to meet the latest developments
of German strategy;
as on previous occasions they made preparations
for acting on the offensive. Whilst the Belgian army from Antwerp
was marching on to the Yser, the Allies had massed the bulk of their
forces in the region Hazebrouck~B{)thune, in order to effect an offensive
move astride of the Lys. In case of a success here this would have
proved more advantageous than <It direct counter-stroke against the
German offensive movement along the coast; an Anglo-French success
would have placed the German forces between a victorious enemy and
the sea.
On the other hand, if the German right wing had won the
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day, any check that the Allies might have isuffered would not have
imperilled their line of retreat and, therefore, jwould not have been of a
serio us nature; the Allied front WOUlllmerelt'" have been drawn back.
The, examination of t)1e foregoing fa ts sh ws what value is to be
attached to the German telegrams;
othing' seemed, at this time, to
possess any importance whatsoever in he Ger an mind.
The second subhead deals with" ',he De isive Phase." , The communiques issued from Bordeaux and horn Eerlin, on each day, from
the 20th-27th
October are republish¢d in e~tenso in the Supplement.
During the period covered by these corrmuni4ues, the general situation
does not show, what may be called, a ,changt:j; however, all this time,
the Germans were making desperate ¢fforts ~o break the Allied front
on the line Lille-Ypres-Dixmude-Nie~port.
iThe Berlin telegrams of
this period create the impression that: the d~cision was going steadily
and continuously in favour of the Gernqan trocjps, in spite of the support
which the British fleet' attempted to aj~ord to ~he left flank of the Allied
line. From the Berlin message of th¢ 26th pctober, it would appear
that practically the whole of the canajl had ~assed into the possession
o£the German troops, the Allies being le~t with ~nly its extremities in their
hands.
Success smiled on the Germa]~s also ~long the remainder of the
front, in the region of Lille from the conp.mencej:nent, and at a later period
in the region of Ypres. The French t¢legraIIls tell of events of a much
mODefluctuating character and are mo~e in kefping with, what is known
to form, the main features of a battle raging ~n so wide a front as that
.actually occupied. Berlin, on the 24t~ and 2~th October, claimed that
. the passage of the canal had been forced orj. the left, i.e., at a point
held by the Belgians; the earlier Freinch te~egrams make no, mention
of this, but at 7 a.m. on the morning iof the ~6th October, the French
admit that the Germans had crossed ~he YSfr, between Nieuport and
Dixmude, and in a later telegram, of t~e sam~ date, issued at 3.35 p.m.,
it is announced that the Germans who ~ad cro$sed the Yser had' made no
further progress.
It will be remembered th~ attention was drawn to
the adoption of a similar course by the f, reilchn dealing with the episode
of St. Mihiel. Whilst the Belgians helli the c nal from Dixmude to the
:sea, fluctuating movements were taki~g plaqe on other sectors of the
front.
During the early days of the bjlttle, l~ss of ground near Bassee,
south-west of Lille, was announced, ~ndal~o that ground ID.adbeen
gained near Armentieres ; then followedlprogre$s inthe regions of Langenmark, Armentieres and ,Lille. A cqmpari~on of the comInuniques
during the decisive phase of the battl¢ indic~te that, if any advantage
at <1.11 was gained by the Germans, thi~ took ~lace on the extremity of
their line in the west; the effect of sljlch a ~trategic success would be
alone to push the Allied left flank bacl~ alonglits natural line of retreat.
This portion of the Allied line may be ~uppos~d to have been pivoted on
Arras; the displacement of this pivot 'i~ould h4ve only resulted in tactical
victories.
The topography of this re~ion cqntributed largely towards
rendering tactical progress laborious.
ffhe Ys~r Canal is only the first of
the obstacles to an advance in this regiqn. Th¢ German right wing would
also have to trav~rse" the Moeres di~trict ~hich had already become
famous in the history of past wars. tn a retatively short time all the
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Ttjgion north-east of Dunkirk, from Moeres to Bergues and to Fumes,
could be inundated.
In spite of the confident tone exhibited in the
German telegrams up to the 26th October (that of the subsequent date
is silent on the subj ect of the canal), the German attack had only
·obtained indifferent results;
their telegrams admit as much. The
telegram of the 24th October referring to the passage of the canal spoke
·of an important force having crossed this obstacle; the telegram of the
fdllowing day had increased its dimensions to a new force in considerable
strength. Under the circumstances, ithe success of the whole operations
may, at least, be supposed to have been doubtful.
A third subhead
emtitled " The End of the Battle on the Yser," is commenced in this
part and concluded in the fifth part of the Supplement.
The situation
is introduced by a republication, in the SupPlement, of the communiques
issued from Bordeaux and Berlin, day by day, from 28th October to
5th November (those up to the 31st October appear in the fourth part).
The German offensive on the Yser seems to have reached its maximum
'violence from the 24th to 27th October;
on the 28th October, there
was a weakening in their effort. The French telegram of the 29th
October refers to the German attack having moderated, whilst the
German telegram of the same date announces the arrival of Belgian
:reinforcements.
However, the Germans had not admitted their check,
they still claimed to be gaining ground,even
on the 30th October,
.a]though the French had already made known that inundations extended
along the banks of the Yser. Thtl Germans, it appeared, had even
attempted to resume the offensive right up to the inundated zone; but
this was the end. On the 1st November, they admitted. the difficulties
·caused by the inundations and, two days later, that it was impossible
to overcome these difficulties.
The Germans retired from this region without experiencing any loss
whatever, at least so they said. This retreat, however, it was claimed,
had brought immediate compensation elsewhere. The announcement
·of the capture of a series of localities between Dixmude and Lys would,
no doubt, provide consolation to the German public for the abandonment
.of the canal after its successful passage. A German attack on the
front Ypres-Lille aroused great expectations.
A success on their left
wing (on this front) would cause the flank of the Allies on the Somme
to be uncovered;
on the .right success would bring the Germans in rear
of the Yser defences. The terrain seemed also to be less difficult; by
advancing on the Ypres-Lille front, the zone which can be easily flooded
was avoided.
The German public therefore need not trouble itself
·concerning the check on the Yser since, a£ter all, it only resulted in a
local retirement and did not involve a defeat at the enemy's hands;
tbe operations were only of secondary impOEtance. As a matter of
fact, the communiques relating to this pfuase are r!ot in agreement;
·eVen the Belgian telegrams which had, in their contents hitherto,
followed closely the information giVien in the French and English tele. grams, now contained matter of a contradictory
nature.
However,
these telegrams enable the front held to be traced approximately.
It
is enough to seek the regions in which the belligerents claim successes.
,On the 30th October the Germans had taken Bixschoote, and they

I

,

claim.ed, on th e same d.'ate, to have occu~ied ZJlndvoorde and Hollebecke,.
to the south of Ypres, and on the 2 d No ember to have captured
Messines. The Allies had announced· hat th y had progressed northeast of Ypres, in theneighbourhood
~f Pass hendaele which stood at
the salient of the angle formed by ru~ning a line through BixschootePasschendaele- Messines. Little impo~tance peed be attached to the'
differences in details. For example, t~e Allie$ had given out that they
had retaken Messines partially and HpllebecJlce entirely, thereupon the
Germans, who had at first claimed to Ihave sbzed the latter village, of'
their own accord expLained that their, claim was confined to the occupation of the Chateau only. These inbdentsi have no material bearing
on the broad aspect of the operation~, which bear evidence of a convergent attack by the Germans on '~pres, <jtndthe very large forces,
employed for this purpose afford proo,~ that ~n enterprise, from which
decjsive results were expected, had b4en uncj.ertaken by the Germans.
In theory, such a situation should hav~ turn~d out unfavourable to the'
Allies, but a scrutiny of the telegrams aisclos~s no remarkable difference'
in the tactical situation of the two sides. ' Th~ later despatches, indeed,
seem to betray either a suspension or a r~laxation in the Germaneffort.
To the French claims of, the 41th and 5th November,
relating to sensible progress having: been i made by them between
Dixmude and the Lys, the Germap tele¢rams make a reply, in
a decreasingly minor note, which almpst ampunts to an acqmiescence.
The most that can be said is that. after: many days of $trenuous
fighting, the German Army had not oqtainedlany permanent success on
the Lys. There was even a momentary suspeJjJ.sionof the German opera-tions, which coincided with the definite checlk met with on the coast.
The consequence of this was that the Allies, ~nding it no longer necessary to preoccupy their minds with t~e Y seri sector, were in a position
to transfer their available forces into t~e Ypr~s region; they did so with
all the advantages to be obtained fro~ the~ncrease of morale, arising
from a success, whilst the enemy ha.a to s~ffer all the disadvantagesexperienced after a reverse, especially wher~ very considerable forces.
are engaged and the loss suffered is, heavyl. The persistence of the·
French attack on the front Dixmude,·iPassch¢ndaele largely neutralized
the value of the German attack on t~e fro* Passchendaele-Messines ..
Theoretically, the latter, being a flanlq attack!, constituted a grave peril
to the Allies. The check to the Genrtan arnjJ.son the Y ser Canal, it is,
held, prognosticated a general weakebing o£ the German offensive in
Flanders.
I
The next section ofthe fifth part of!the StlrPplement deals with" The
Battle of Ypres "; it opens with a reprint df the communiqli1es issued
from Bordeaux and :tirom Berlin, eacljt day, ~rom 6th-8th
November.
The French telegram of the 6th N o<,:femberI indicates that the battle,
between Dixmude and the Lys, whic~ was ;dying away had suddenlybroken out afresh. A similar outbre<jtk of aictivity on the part of the
Germans occurred, at the same time, ion theiAisne and on the Somme.
This German manceuvre was intended to cpver the retreat of activetroops in the north.
It also confirm~d the !information, coming from
private sources, which had reported ~he arri~al on the Yser of newly-·
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fOirmed, or second reserve, army corps from Germany.
These troops
h~d been tried severely on the Yser and, for the attack on Ypres, it
became necessary to double the act[ve corps; consequently troops of
the former reserve were drawn from other parts of the front. On the
side of the Allies reinforcements had come up, a continual transfer had
bllen taking place from the Aisne and the Somme to the Flanders front.
Tlhe German telegrams announced: appreciable progress, on the 6th
November, but this was done probably with the object of discrediting
t1h.esuggestion that the enemy might be about to resume the offensive
again. Soon, a delay in the movem'ents was announced and attributed
t<l>the mists which then prevailed.
The communiques issued from the
two headquarters, on the 9th and loth November, are reproduced and
their contents examined. They show that, during the 8th and 9th Novembier, the action had recommenced once more, and again it is on the front
between Dixmude and the Lys that an attempt is made to obtain a decisive result.
On the 9th November, the Germans returned to the charge
and the opposing lines on the offensive came into collision. The telegrams
referred to state the claims of the tw~ parties; these telegrams contradict
,dne another flatly. Each side claimed to have defeated the other. Finally,
the communiques issued from Bordeaux and from Berlin, day by day, from
nth-15th
November bring the account of the Battle of Ypres to an
end, although both sides continue to announce desultory fighting on
dates subsequent to that last mentioned.
After the partial suspension
,of activity on the 8th November the Germans had recommenced opera~ions with a violent intensive effort; their hopes ran high that this
,effort would be crowned with success, that is to say, if the tone of their
,communiques was not intended to deceive. A change is also noticeable
in the tone of the dispatches of the Great General Staff announcing the
.capture of Dixmude. A French communique, issued on the nth November, admitted that the Germans were in possession of this plctce. The
Great General Staff, on the same date, not only announced thecapture of
Dixmude, but also that "our troops have crossed the cana1." It is pointed
{JUt that the use of the words" OM troops" was capable of creating an
impression that an offensive movement on a big scale had been carried out,
and yet the words might equally refer to tlhe passage of a patrol merely,
.or eVen of a company.
The expression used is elastic and prudence
dictated that there should be a suspension of judgment on the situation
described.
On the following day it is seen that the success, of the
loth November, has not come up to expectations.
Berlin still announces
that the attack along the canal south of Dixmude has made progress,
but the information is tainted with the same uncertainty as that created
by the first announcement.
During the whole of the 12th November,
the possession of this canal crossing had not permitted the main attack
of the Germans to obtain the decisive results which were to change the
face of things ,in Flanders.
The incident terminated similarly to that
at St. Mihiel. The German offensive in Flanders wasted away, as did
those which preceded it on the Aisne, at Noyon, on the Somme, to the
north of Arras, as well as to the south of Lassigny. The Bordeaux
telegrams, on the other hand, tell ofthe successive reoccupation of ground
10st and a weakening of the enemy's attacks, whilst they mention the
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persistence of the" mouvements d' apprOChe" K>fthe general fighting line'
of the French; the German communi ues r~fer only to the difficulties
of the undertaking, <[uibble about tl e valut of the partial success of
their opponents and make much of ,incide~ts occurring in places far
removed from the decisive theatre cjn the iwestern front. Assuredly'
the Kaiser had lost the battle.
I
The operations in Flanders are s~mmedi up in a section entitled,
" The General Character of the Batt1~s in.FI4nders."
It is pointed out
that the earlier engagements were of i the type known as the " bataille'
de rencontre."
Neither one side nor the ot~r was willing to abandon
the initiative, both still desired to ~age w, r in accordance, with the
doctrines inculcated by the advocate
of th offensive. However, circumstances were about to impose a iffere t attitude on them. The
immediate means for, carrying on th~ offen~ive failed the Allies; the
convex form of their front rendered t e tra~sfer of troops from east to
west a tedious and long operation;
he reiri£orcements for the British
troops could alone be provided on af small iscale. , In the case of the
Allies the spirit of the offensive remai:qted int~ct,but its application had
to be postponed.
In the case of t~e Gerrpans, the necessity which
existed for fighting simultaneously
two widely separated fronts did
not permit of any postponement.
A Inew G~rman army was organized
in haste, soldiers trained for only sjx wee~s, volunteers and others,
Yol.mg and old, were quickly gathered!togeth1r.
This army was pushed
immediately into the firing line on the ~xtrem~ right wing on the western
front, whilst the transfer of troops f~()m ea$t to west in the north of
France and in Belgium was taking pI ce in cpnnection with the consolidation of the German front from Li1l<1.
to theiseCJ,. At this mO,ment; the
general plan of the great battle of fhe we~t became clearly defined,
the front of the Aisne and even that I of the I Somme were nothing more
than "fronts d'operations suspensivef."
T~at from Lille to the sea
along the Lys was the front of an iljUmenS1 echelon jutting out from
Germany, having a "refused"
wing whic~ precipitated
itself with
violence on the enemy and made oj~ensive Icounter-strokes on a large
scale after it had checked the enveloging at~ack of the enemy. Taken
as a whole, this immense manceuvre ~f coun~er strokes, over a front of
more than 100 km. (about 62 miles)j laste~ four weeks and consisted
of three distinct phases :I·
(a). The operations round Lille, w]~ich coqnec,t, in time, the attempts
to liberate the Somme front with ~he cOlllUter-attack of the wing,
properly so called.
'
(b). The operations of the Yser,garried
lout by the German army
from Antwerp and the new reserves.
(C). The operations in front of )"pres, representing the supreme
efforts of the remains of the army r~ferred to in (b) absorbed into the
reinforcements brought from other frfmts.
If these three phases are considerfd as '\- whole, whereof, the third
admits of two representations, it is $een th~t the battle resulted in a
sharp and bloody struggle which la*ed fo~ 30 days. From the first
day to the thirtieth it had graduall~ devel?ped from the sea towards
Lille, passing by the Y ser Canal, to t~e nort~, to the east, to the south-
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east of Ypres and by the west of Lille. And when the battle was
finished, it was still on this self-same line that the last of the German
communiques speak of the same good progress made, of the same success·
won, slow maybe but sure, the same satisfactory advance.
Nothing
had changed, there was only one German army the less.
The fifth part of the Supplement concludes with the consideration of
t~e "manceuvre
morale des Flandres";
the tactical operations are
filtst dealt with. If the succession of French and German communiques.
a1e examined closely and compared, on the whole, no marked contrad~ction in their purport will be observed. As on previous occasions, it
win be found, the German Press had been more careful than the French,
nOt only to carry dissimulation to excess, but also to suppress reference
to all reverses. The French picture represents a defensive battle, the
German picture an offensive one. The difference only appears clearly
from the conclusions to be drawn. The French defensive brings about a
cneck of the enemy's attack; the operations end, because the attack has
failed. On the other hand, it is claimed that the German offensive is
victorious, the German troops continue to progress, although as a fact,
tl).ey have lost the battle.
The foregoing summaries show that the news
sEjrviceshave remained faithful to the'regulations drawn up for their guidance, that is so fundamentally;
however, art evident evolution is taking
place in the form of the German service.
By degrees, it succeeds in
idlitating that of its adversary.
Greater exactitude is also shown in the
tdrminology adopted;
the tone is circumspect.
In a general way, the
a1tempt to play on the imagination of the public is abandoned in the
o:fflcial service of the civil authorities, as also in the auxiliary information service of the Great General Staff. Stich was the situation during
the period of the operations of the Aisne and of the Somme. The
B!attle of Flanders marks a new evolution in the system: The auxiliary
official information service disappears in its turn, and only the comrriuniques of the higher command and the so-called private Press telegrams remain.
The private Press telegrams are only private to the .
eXtent that they are issued anonymously.
A certain number of the
so-called private telegrams are reprii;lted in the Supplement and a comphison of their contents with those of the official communiques shows
how closely the two sets extend and suppod one another in the interests
of the "manceuvre morale." The consideration of the aspect of the
qtlestion dealing with the strategical operations is commenced in this
number.
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OF THE CORPS OF F~pYAL! ENGINEERS,

By COLONELSIR CHARLESM. WATSON, K.~.M.G.,

C.B.,

M.A.,

VOL. Ill.
late R.E.

THE following is compiled from the .!\IIorninJ Post of July 19th:Colonel Sir Charles Watson's th~rd vo~ume, covering the years
1886-1912, exhibits the same chara(jteristic! of ubiquity as tl).e previous
two volumes (Major·General Whitwoirth Potter's History of the Corps,
Vols. 1. and II.).
The organization of the Corps is a ,subjec~ of professional rather than
,of general interest.
Sir Charles \Matson ~hows separately the War
Office Staff and the District Organiz~tion.
[The story of the regimental
units of the Corps is continued from rthe pr~vious volumes: many new
and increased duties have, with the Itdvanc~ of science, dev<Dlvedupon
them, such as Submarine Mining (t~ansferred to the Royal Navy in
1905), the working of electrical s~archlig}1ts, military balloons and
telegraphs.
Large additions to th~ Corp~ were authorized for the
South African War, ,in which 250 of~cers aqd 5,220 men of other ranks
took part.
The details are all avaHable, ibut cannot be given here.
The Aeronautic Corps was again reorganizeqiI). 19II.
The construction
and maintenance of barracks for tpe acc<pmmodation of the British
Army at home and abroad has preyiously: been one of the important
,duties of the Royal Engineers, whi¢h has [now, for the first time, its
. history completely narrated.
In 1796 the ~arracks were removed from
the charge of the Board of Ordnanc¢, and ~ new Barrack Department
was created.
Under an extraordina~y systtm extravagant expenditure
of the Barrackmast~r-General was for a tim¢ practically unchecked until
the post was abolished. Barracks wer~ again pnder the Board of Ordnance
for thirty years before 1855. There is now a Civil Departrnent called
the Barrack Construction Departme1j1
.•t. Tli.'e services rendered by the
Engineers in the Sudan campaigns I of 1885-1899, and in the South
African War, are chronicled at sufficient· length.
The Survey work
performed by the Corps has been v,ery wid~ly extended in all branches
and in many countries, whether in cadast*l work, the delimitation of
boundaries, exploration, or the revx$ion of. maps.
The short biographies of thirty <llistingtj.ished officers of the Royal
Engineers carryon the series which was commenced in General Porter's
volumes.
If other evidence were wantint, they afford proof of the
variety of careers open to membE1rs of ~his Scientific Corps. They
should show to young officers what their predecessors have achieved,
.and the rewards attainable by success iI1 able and devoted service .
.The whole volume is, indeed, replet¢ with !nformation and instruction.
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